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Biographical Note
George Edward Freytag was born on August 20, 1928 to Mr. H.C. Freytag and Mrs.
Emily Freytag. He lived in Chicago, Illinois. On August 30, 1950, he was deemed fit to
serve in the armed forces and, on October 17, 1950, he was called for duty. He spent
the majority of his time with the 980th Field Artillery Battalion in the 40th Division
working as an Ordinance Storage Specialist (Parts Clerk) stationed overseas in Japan
and Korea. According to paperwork, his separation date was October 15, 1952 and he
was honorably discharged October 4, 1956.

Scope and Content of the Collection
The George Freytag Collection consists of letters, military documents, newspaper
clippings, pins, patches, ephemera, artifacts, maps, negatives and photographs. The
vast majority of the collection relates to Freytag's time in the Korean War. A small
portion of the photographs are from the Vietnam War era. A small part of the collection
and about half of the photographs arrived in two scrapbooks, a vinyl photobook and
frames. Some items were removed from one of the scrapbooks, the photobook and

frames and reorganized by museum staff. One scrapbook was kept in original order,
with photographs attached, and put into its own box. The oversized box contains a
certificate.
Arrangement
The collection arrived in no discernable order. Staff has arranged the collection, which
consists of four series:
Series One: Personal Papers
This series includes personal correspondence between Freytag, his parents and
friends, both in the military and back home. Many of the letters to Freytag from his
parents have newspaper clippings with short notes enclosed. The series also includes
military correspondence and documents, such as special orders, memos, receipts and
a lesson packet. Biographical material from Freytag's time in the military, such as
certificates, permits and various service and classification cards, are included in the
series. There is a separate section for biographical materials that do not pertain directly
to the military or are not military-issued, but are from the years Freytag spent in the
service.
Series Two: Ephemera
This series includes ephemera from Freytag's stint in the army. Items include souvenirs
from R&R in Japan, Christmas booklets from Camp Cooke and Camp Haugen,
guidance for life after the military and a published book on the 40th Division's time in
the Korean War.
Series Three: Photographs
The vast majority of the series is black and white and color photographs from Freytag's
time in the service. Some photographs have corresponding negatives, which are also
included in the series. A small set of Vietnam War-era photos appear to have been
given by Leroy DuBiel and Jim Kowalki.
Series Four: Scrapbooks
This series is made up of a scrapbook, field notebook and ledger notebook. The
scrapbook highlights Freytag's time in the military, including time spent at Camp
Cooke, Camp Whittington, on R&R in Japan with friends and in Korea. The field
notebook includes notes on camp and pertaining to Freytag's job, with particular care
given to the topic of ammunition. The last few pages of the notebook contain a ledger,
which is continued on in the ledger notebook.

Rights
Copyrights held by Peter Neely were transferred to the Pritzker Military Museum &
Library. All other rights are held by the author or publisher. Users assume responsibility
for following copyright laws as established by US Code Title 17.
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Artifacts
800201426

Army dog tags - George E. Freytag; two keys
and a Chicago Rapid Transit token attached

Tray

800201427

Army identification bracelet - George E.
Freytag

Tray

800201428

Cigarette tin - carved, gold color; scene of
Japan on the front, doves on the back

Tray

800201429

Field Artillery pin

Tray

800201430

Field Artillery pin

Tray

800201431

Field Artillery pin

Tray

800201432

Field Artillery pin

Tray

800201433

Japanese currency - small, silver coin

Tray

800201434

Shell casing - removed from envelope labeled
"RD# B-129919, Goodwin-1434"

Tray

800201435

Shell casing - removed from envelope labeled
"RD# B-129919, Goodwin-1434"

Tray

800201436

Shell casing - removed from envelope labeled
"RD# B-129919, Goodwin-1434"

Tray

800201437

Shell casing - removed from envelope labeled
"RD# B-129919, Goodwin-1434"

Tray

800201438

Shell casing - removed from envelope labeled
"RD# B-129919, Goodwin-1434"

Tray

800201439

Shell casing - removed from envelope labeled
"RD# B-129919, Goodwin-1434"

Tray

800201440

Shell casing - removed from envelope labeled
"RD# B-129919, Goodwin-1434"

Tray

800201441

Shell casing - removed from envelope labeled
"RD# B-129919, Goodwin-1434"

Tray

800201442

Shell casing - removed from envelope labeled
"RD# B-129919, Goodwin-1434"

Tray

800201443

Shell casing - removed from envelope labeled
"RD# B-129919, Goodwin-1434"

Tray

800201444

Shell casing - removed from envelope labeled
"RD# B-129919, Goodwin-1434"

Tray

800201445

Shell casing - removed from envelope labeled
"RD# B-129919, Goodwin-1434"

Tray

800201446

Shell casing - removed from envelope labeled
"RD# B-129919, Goodwin-1434"

Tray

800201447

Shell casing - removed from envelope labeled
"RD# B-129919, Goodwin-1434"

Tray

800201448

Shell casing - removed from envelope labeled
"RD# B-129919, Goodwin-1434"

Tray

800201449

Shell casing - removed from envelope labeled
"RD# B-129919, Goodwin-1434"

Tray

800201450

Shell casing - removed from envelope labeled
"RD# B-129919, Goodwin-1434"

Tray

800201451

U.S. collar pin, flat face

Tray

800201452

U.S. collar pin, flat face

Tray

800201453

U.S. collar pin, flat face

Tray

800201454

U.S. gold collar pin, rounded face

Tray

800201455

U.S. gold collar pin, rounded face

Tray

800201456

Wooden stamp - F-3157

Tray

800201471

Foot Powder - in brown, cardboard box; about

Field Gear

4.5 in. x 2.5 in. x 0.75 in.

800201472

Insecticide Powder for Body Crawling Insects
- 2 oz. in green canister;

Field Gear

800201457

40th Infantry Division insignia patch - squareshaped

Patches

800201458

40th Infantry Division insignia patch - squareshaped

Patches

800201459

40th Infantry Division insignia patch - squareshaped

Patches

800201460

40th Infantry Division insignia patch - squareshaped

Patches

800201461

40th Infantry Division insignia patch - squareshaped

Patches

800201462

40th Infantry Division insignia patch - squareshaped

Patches

800201463

40th Infantry Division insignia patch - squareshaped

Patches

800201464

40th Infantry Division insignia patch - squareshaped

Patches

800201465

40th Infantry Division insignia patch diamond-shaped

Patches

800201466

Corporal rank patch

Patches

800201467

Corporal rank patch

Patches

800201468

Corporal rank patch - smaller size

Patches

800201469

Corporal rank patch - smaller size

Patches

800201470

Emergency Signaling Mirror - Scotchlight-type
with instruction card

Operational
Equipment

800201473

Aluminum Company of America's fold-out
military guide - about 33.25" wide x 24" high;
list of UN and enemy planes and their
characteristics, US Navy, Marine and Army
insignia, Army symbols on one side; other
side has multiple maps of the world, wing,
fusleage and rudder markings for all countries'
military planes

Flat File

800201474

Pacific Stars and Stripes Map of the War about 20.5" high x 14.75" wide; Map Number
1129

Flat File

800201475

War propaganda poster - about 28" wide x 44"
high; Office of War Information poster number
19, artwork by Broder; "The United Nations
Fight For Freedom" in white at the top above
all UN flags labeled with their country; the
Statue of Liberty's head and raised arm are
sketched in white down the left side of the
poster

Flat File

800201478

Panorama - the 40th Infantry Division Camp
Cooke 1950; corresponding handwritten list of
men; about 9 in high. X 26 in. wide in frame

800201479

Panorama - same as previous photograph;
the 40th Infantry Division Camp Cooke 1950;
corresponding handwritten list of men

Key Subjects
This collection is indexed under the following headings in the Library’s online catalog.
Researchers interested in materials about related topics, persons, or places should
search the catalog using these subject headings.
Subjects
Korean War, 1950-1953.
Soldiers. – United States. – Correspondence.
United States. -- Army. -- Division, 40th.
Vehicles, Miltary.
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Series 1: Personal Papers, Bulk 19501956, 1946, 1949, n.d.
1

1

Personal Correspondence

1950-1951

800201001 Card from Wright Junior College
Placement Office - have been notified
that he left school; removed from
scrapbook

10/30/1950

800201002 Letter to Freytag from Dean of Wright
Junior College - received request for
honorable dismissal; removed from
scrapbook

10/31/1950

800201003 Post card from Freytag to parents arrived at Fort Leonard Wood, Missouri;
removed from scrapbook

10/31/1950

800201004 Letter from Freytag to parents, from Fort
Leonard Wood, Mo. - activity since
arriving at camp

11/3/1950

800201005 Post card from Freytag to parents - will
be leaving for Camp Cooke, California on
11/5/1950; removed from scrapbook

11/4/1950

800201006 Letter from Freytag to parents - arrived at
new camp and details of the journey; will
be stationed at Camp Cooke for about 6
months

11/9/1950

800201007 Letter from Freytag to parents, from
Camp Cooke, Calif. - discussion about
how he did on his tests; description of
Santa Maria; met another Chicagoan,
John Long, and spent time in the city with
him

11/19/1950

800201008 Letter from Freytag to parents, from
Camp Cooke, Calif. - answers about
insignia; debates coming home at
Christmas or after the holidays

11/28/1950

800201009 Letter from Freytag to parents, from
Camp Cooke, Calif. - took a test for
Officer Candidate School that morning;
bought tickets to go home for Christmas

12/7/1950

800201010 Letter from Freytag to parents, from
Camp Cooke, Calif - their Christmas
leave has been cancelled and he will
work on getting a refund for the ticket
home

12/12/1950

800201011 Card to Freytag from The Cizik Family Christmas card

12/20/1950

800201012 Letter from Freytag to parents, from
Camp Cooke, Calif - received telegram
about grandpa passing; went Christmas
shopping in Santa Barbara

12/21/1950

800201013 Letter from Freytag to parents, from
Camp Cooke, Calif. - commentary on
delays when trying to call home;
description of his weekend duties

12/27/1950

800201014 Postcard from Freytag to parents, from
Camp Cooke - color picture of Santa
Barbara, California County Court House
on the front; short note that the building is
typical of architecture in the area;
removed from scrapbook

12/28/1950

800201015 Letter from Freytag to parents, from
Camp Cook, Calif. - details from his trip to
Los Angeles and Catalina Island

1/3/1951

800201016 Letter from Freytag to parents, from Fort
Hunter Liggett - description of the area;
the howitzers caused an accidental
stampede of a neighboring ranch's cattle

1/12/1951

800201017 Letter to Freytag from Charlie Mrowinski condolences for Freytag's grandfather's
death; general talk about his family and
activities and life in St. Louis

1/23/1951

800201018 Letter from Freytag to parents, from
Camp Cooke, Calif. - details on being
back at Camp Cooke, his performance at
Hunter Liggett, bazooka training, grenade
training; signed "Private George"

1/28/1951

800201019 Letter to Freytag from Mother - Aunt Lil
sent ID bracelet for Christmas; Bill Koser
and Hank Jankowsky in the service;
Chuckie's brother injured playing
basketball, his boat deployed without him;
newspaper clipping enclosed: "Pair
Arrested in Stolen Auto; Quiz 2 Others"
with note "This fellow [Fred Deppe] was
inducted into the service the same day
you were"

1/29/1951

800201020 Letter to Freytag from Ed Aeschlimann Joe was deferred, but then called and
had to take another physical, now in Ft.
Leonard Wood; sent cigarettes

2/1/1951

800201021 Letter from Freytag to parents, from
Camp Cooke, Calif. - he was in a coach
with Fred Deppe [mentioned in 1/29/1951
letter's clipping] all the way from Chicago;
saw Call Me Mister with Bob Kulling;
promoted to Private First Class by
accident

2/5/1951

800201022 Letter from Freytag to parents, from
Camp Cooke, Calif. - completed basic
training; talk about 5,000 draftees to be
taken from Camp Cooke to fill a 20,000
man quota; weather and other camp
updates; Bob Wood going to school to be
company clerk

2/14/1951

800201023 Letter from Freytag to parents, from
Camp Cooke, Calif. - rumors about men
being pulled for the quota have died
down; new rumor about going to Ft. Sill,
Oklahoma after Hunter Liggett; went to
Santa Barbara with Eddie Owens and
Bob Aldrich; Ray Tynus is the 625th FA
Battalion

2/19/1951

800201024 Western Union telegram to Freytag from
Jake Hannula - trying for a three-day
extension; removed from scrapbook

3/8/1951

800201025 Letter to Freytag from parents - they
watched his plane leave and charted his
flight on an air-map; enjoyed meeting his
friend Jake, mother and sister from
Libertyville

3/11/1951

800201026 Letter from Freytag to parents, on
stationary from the San Carlos Hotel, Los
Angeles, California - details on the plane
and trip; he and Jake Hannula went to
Long Beach for the afternoon

3/11/1951

800201027 Letter to Freytag from Mother - listened to
Phil Regan's show at Camp Cooke, Pvt.
Robert Holthouse from St. Louis, Missouri
won $100 for impressions

3/12/1951

800201028 Letter from Freytag to parents, from
Camp Cooke, Calif. - details on the plane
trip from 3/11/1951 and time in Long
Beach; he is helping the Ordinance
Company prepare the trucks for overseas
shipment, marked for San Francisco's
Port of Embarkation

3/12/1951

1

2

Personal Correspondence

1951

800201029 Letter to Freytag from Dad, from Chicago
- received his letters from LA and Camp
Cooke; listened to a radio show from
Camp Roberts where an Irishman "was
only in America 6 months when he was
inducted"; hopes to hear soon about life
in Japan; regards to Jake, Lawrence,
Aldrich and Bob

3/18/1951

800201030 Letter to Freytag from parents - mentions
Freytag will be leaving for Korea Easter
Day (March 25), but glad that "news from
Korea has been very favorable the last
few days"

3/19/1951

800201031 Letter from Freytag to parents, from
Camp Cooke, Calif. - had detail hauling
scraps to the junkyard; description of his
time as C.Q.; provides his overseas
address

3/19/1951

800201032 Card to Freytag from Aunt Lillian - Easter
card

3/21/1951

800201033 Letter to Freytag from R.C. Hudson, from
H.D. Hudson Manufacturing Company,
589 E Illinois St, Chicago IL; thank you
for the letter and clipping from LA Times
of advertisement for "Hudson goods"; talk
about a garden hose sprayer that is
selling well in southern California

3/22/1951

800201034 Letter to Freytag from Mother - "read
about so many boys across the seas
complaining that they do not receive their
mail" because of the delay so she
reminds him they will write regularly and
he should too

3/22/1951

800201035 Letter from Freytag to parents - details of
the trip he and Jake Hannula took to
Redwood City and Mountain View; they
will stay at camp "at least till the middle of
this coming week" then go overseas

3/23/1951

800201036 Letter from Freytag to parents, from
Camp Cooke, Calif. - "latest latrine
gossip" is that they'll be leaving to go
overseas Friday or Saturday because
they only have rations to last through
Friday

3/26/1951

800201037 Letter to Freytag from parents, from
Chicago, Illinois - (one signed copy and
one unsigned copy) updates from home;
advice for Japan

3/27/1951

800201038 Letter from Freytag to parents, from
Oakland, Calif. on United States Army
stationary, a sketch of a troop writing a
letter while daydreaming of a young
woman is in the right hand corner of the
paper - description of leaving camp; now
on the USNS General N.M. Walker;
newspaper clipping enclosed: "Last 40th
Units Leaving Here"

3/31/1951

800201039 Letter to Freytag from parents "Congratulations on your new
undertaking the 'barber business'"; "On
March 28 in the Tribune, General
Marshall said that the 40th division was
leaving for Japan about the 29th and that
the 45th div. was leaving from New
Orleans about the same time"; making an
album with the photographs he sends
home; newspaper clipping enclosed:
article "Auto Plunges Off Bridge" with
handwritten note

4/2/1951

800201040 Letter to Freytag from parents "assuming your ship left port on 31st
March"; "Billie Holmes is in some camp in
Texas" with a "bum knee"; "We just read
in the Tribune under date of 7th April the
45th. Division cleared the Panama Canal,
enroute to Japan."

4/8/1951

800201041 Letter from Freytag to parents, from
Camp Whittington, Kumagaya, Honshu,
Japan - description of the boat trip; saw
Ernie Marionfield, 115th Medics, on the
boat; the area is a former kamikaze
training ground; Jake Hannula bought a
bike from "a Corporal from Camp Drew"

4/14/1951

800201042 Letter from Freytag to parents, from
Camp Whittington - his section is
"handling the battalion gasoline dump"
and details on the shifts; Jake's bike was
stolen

4/19/1951

800201043 Letter to Freytag from parents - inquire if
he would like his bike shipped to him;
papers at home talk a lot about the 40th
Division, but not the 45th Division;
discussion on General MacArthur,
MacArthur Day; newspaper clippings
enclosed: "Ridgway Hails Fresh Division
as Aid to Japs", picture of Lt. Gen.
Ridgway inspecting 40th Infantry Division
in Japan, "Deposed Chief Says He Won't
Enter Politics" and "Ridgway Tells New
U.S. Troops of War Threat"

4/21/1951

800201044 Letter to Freytag from parents - short
note about getting pictures developed;
clipping from Tribune 4/23/1951
enclosed: "Fire Hits Japanese City Where
Yank 40th Camps" about a factory fire in
Sendai destroyed 97 buildings leaving
500+ homeless

4/24/1951

800201045 Letter to Freytag from parents - watched
MacArthur Day parade on tv at Myrtle
Leschinski's house, Soldier Field speech
"on the Korea situation"; "We heard the
announcement that the 45th Divison
started to arrive in Japan and they are
going to be way up as far north as you
can get and still be in Japan. The name
of the city is Fukuyama", BIll Hohmann is
with them

4/27/1951

1

3

800201046 Letter from Freytag to parents, from
Camp Whittington, Japan - Jake Hannula
promoted to PFC effective 5/1/1951;
going to try to organize a bowling team;
Bob Schwebke fell into a grease pit
during a power outage

4/29/1951

800201047 Letter to Freytag from Ed Aeschelimann mention of the mess MacArthur Day left
in the Loop; requests a geisha girl

5/1/1951
(postmarke
d)

800201048 Letter from Freytag to parents, from
Camp Whittington, Japan - explanation of
pictures; descriptions of the people,
clothing, landscape, tools, vehicles in
Japan

5/1/1951

800201049 Letter to Freytag from parents, from
Chicago, Illinois - spoke with Mrs.
Hohmann about Bill being in "a fine camp
on the farthest island north, that they
have brick houses" […] "on Hokkaido";
newspaper clipping enclosed: "U.S. Navy
Opens 2 Transport Bases in Japan Near
Russia"

5/6/1951

800201050 Letter to Freytag from mother - neighbor
John Agnello is a corporal in the Marine
Corp, was stationed in Korea, home on
30 day pass

5/7/1951

800201051 Letter from Freytag to parents, from
Camp Whittington, Japan - request for
photo prints to be made and sent to Bob
Kulling

5/7/1951

Personal Correspondence
800201052 Letter from Freytag to parents, from
Camp Whittington, Japan - descriptions
of railroad and his trip to Tokyo, the city,
traffic

1951
5/9/1951

800201053 Letter to Freytag from parents - "Fred is
at Leonard Wood. His dog tag is U.S.
5516 5052, BTY A 93 AFA BN - 6th
Armour Div."; questions about Japanese
railroad

5/13/1951

800201054 Letter to Freytag from parents, from
Chicago, Illinois - Don Micheletti drafted
and at Leonard Wood; Chuckie is 1-A;
Rawhide being shown in Chicago at
Woods' Theatre, Avon and Liberty
Theatres closed; questions about
Japanese money; newspaper clipping
enclosed: "Motorist in Court for Three
Violations"

5/16/1951

800201055 Letter from Freytag to parents, from
Camp Whittington, Japan - they are
working hauling ammunition to Camp
Weir for the week; description of travel
and towns between the Camps; John J.
Wheeler court martialed from an
argument with Sgt. Levesque; 140th AAA
is packing to go to Camp Palmer; names
of the men in his section

5/16/1951

800201056 Copy of letter from Freytag to parents,
from Camp Whittington, Japan - typed
copy of his 5/16/1951 letter

5/16/1951

800201057 Letter to Freytag from parents, from
Chicago, Ill. - "Soo Line for Ladysmith.
That train took about 100 Privates from
Ft. Knox KY bound for Ft. Lewis
Washington. They had 3rd Corps
shoulder markings and wore paratrooper
oversea aps."; I Am An American Day;
Jackson Park has display of anti-aircraft
and artillery guns, met a Corporal from
Camp Custer ("he understands that
replacements for Korea are supposed to
get 11 weeks of jungle training at Wake
or Okinawa")

5/20/1951

800201058 Letter to Freytag from Jim Doberstein updates on their house; questions about
Japan

5/22/1951

800201059 Letter to Freytag from mother, from
Ladysmith, Wis. - updates from
Grandma's farm in Ladysmith, Wisconsin

5/24/1951

800201060 Letter from Freytag to parents, from
Camp Whittington - will be moving near
Mt. Fujiyama in the next week or so; run
down of promotions in his section;
explanation of money exchange; Fred
Witcraft no longer gate guard; story about
a Japanese man he met

5/24/1951

800201061 Letter to Freytag from Aunt Lil on
Electronicast, Inc. letterhead - updates on
her home and shop; was at the movies
and "saw the 40th boarding the transport
and going out the Bay, but couldn't locate
you"; "We've been putting in quite a bit of
overtime as we have subcontracts on
government pieces, for guns, mounts,
etc."

5/26/1951

800201062 Letter to Freytag from dad, from Chicago,
Ill. - "We were surprised to learn that your
section has Sgt. Alfred Garcia. We were
under the impression you had Sgt.
Herbert Cover"

5/27/1951

800201063 Letter to Mr. & Mrs. Freytag from Bob
Kulling, from Camp Palmer, Japan thanking them for sending photos; 140th
AAA left Camp Whittington last week,
went to Camp Kataki, now at Camp
Palmer, will moved to Camp Sendai in a
week

5/27/1951

800201064 Letter to Freytag from Ed Aeschelimann,
from Chicago, Illinois - Joe "on a
seventeen day delay on route pass. He
just left last Tuesday for camp in
Washington. I can't think of the camp's
name (possibly Camp Fulton)"

6/2/1951

800201065 Letter to Freytag from parents, from
Chicago, Illinois - Sylvia Hannula came to
visit; Bob Kulling is at Camp Palmer, "He
said they have also been at Camp Kataki
which is only a firing range. While there
he said they slept in 10 man tents", they
will be moving to Sendai; Fred Meier is at
Ft. Leonard Wood and is classified as
Non-Combatant

6/3/1951

800201066 Newspaper clippings to Freytag from
Mother - handwritten note saying
"Thought you and Jake would be
interested in this picture" (giant logs in
Blue Hills), two pictures of the 40th
Division in Japan from the Tribune on
6/3/1951, handwritten note saying "Uncle
George seems to think you would know
this fellow" and an obituary for singer
W.C. Thompson, "Ladysmith High
Graduate Dies in Grade Crossing Crash"
along with a note that Uncle George took
her to see the wreckage

6/4/1951

800201067 Letter from Freytag to parents, from
Camp McNair, Japan - asks them to call
the Platts to make sure they received his
package; description of the move to
Camp McNair, setting up and getting
settled at camp; request for film

6/5/1951

800201068 Letter to Freytag from Nadia Backwish,
from Sandy Lake, Man. - thanking him for
his letter; updates on moving home

6/6/1951

800201069 Letter to Freytag from parents, from
Chicago, Ill. - "[...] they finally passed the
new bill, and is waiting for the President's
signature to become law. We shall have
universal military training and 24 months
service instead of 21 months and they will
take boys from 18 1/2 years."; "Well there
has been a great deal of talk about peace
with the chinks, lately, and I feel where
there is smoke there must be fire."

6/8/1951

800201070 Letter to Freytag from parents, from
Chicago Ill. - listening to Sox vs. Yankees
game; updates and hellos from neighbors

6/10/1951

800201071 Letter to Freytag from parents - received
and deposited money order; will be
sending film to him; empty envelope
enclosed

6/12/1951

800201072 Letter to Freytag from parents, from
Chicago Ill. - Father's Day; questions
about his new camp, McNair; newspaper
clippings enclosed: Mopsy cartoon dated
6/15/1951, "Three Boys Admit Theft of
Guns from Vick's Shop" from Ladysmith,
Wisconsin paper

6/17/1951

800201073 Letter from Freytag to parents, from
Camp McNair, Japan - details on
weekend Tokyo trip; weather updates;
details on trip into Yamanaka

6/17/1951

800201074 Letter from Freytag to parents, from
Camp McNair, Japan - details on pass to
Tokyo, where he toured the Dai Ichi
Building

6/21/1951

800201075 Letter to Freytag from parents, from
Chicago, Ill. - questions and speculation
about Camp McNair

6/24/1951

800201076 Letter to Freytag from Ed Aeschelimannupdates from home; job searching during
the war; Joe is at Camp Lawton, an
embarkation camp, and his outfit left for
Korea without him

6/26/1951

800201077 Letter from Freytag to parents, from
Camp McNair, Japan - details on the trip
back from Tokyo and their driver Haruo
Namoto

6/26/1951

800201078 Letter to Mr. & Mrs. Freytag from George
Cizik - mentions he will be writing to
Freytag that night

6/28/1951

1

4

Personal Correspondence

1951

800201079 Letter to Freytag from parents - counting
down until he is out, "But the news over
the radio is very encouraging"; Bill Koser
to land in Yokahawa June 30th

6/29/1951

800201080 Letter to Freytag from his uncle George updates from home

6/29/1951

800201081 Letter to Freytag from parents, from
Chicago Ill. - received and printed photos;
updates on home; questions about camp
and Japan; newspaper clippings
enclosed: article "Hurley, Wis. In Center
of Iron Ore Area" from the Chicago
Sunday Tribune on 7/1/51, "Rusk
County's Miniature Niagara"; Ansco Color
Film price list enclosed

7/1/1951

800201082 Letter from Freytag to parents, from
Camp McNair - updates on Ed
Aeschlimann; weather updates, including
having to work during a "light" hurricane
and moving their cots and belongings to
an out-of-order latrine

7/4/1951

800201083 Letter from Freytag to parents, from
Camp McNair, Japan - a short note with a
money order and a $1 U.S. bill because it
can't be used or exchanged in Japan

7/5/1951

800201084 Letter to Freytag from parents, from
Chicago Ill. - updates from home,
including tornado on Ladysmith farm;
read article about the 34th Division
Infantry at Camp Fuji; newspaper
clippings enclosed: Some Punkins and
Life's Like That cartoons

7/8/1951

800201085 Letter to Freytag from parents - the CTA
wants to raise L fares to 25 cents and
street cars to 17 cents; newspaper
clipping enclosed: "Heavy Rain, High
Winds Hit City" from the Tribune 7/9/51

7/12/1951

800201086 Letter from Freytag to parents, from
Camp McNair, Japan - have had to haul a
lot of ammunition lately because the firing
batteries have been doing practice
missions and demonstrations, details of
sorting the rounds; Charlie Neal got a
truck stuck in a ditch when the road
crumbled due to weather conditions;
enclosed Camp McNair's newsletter,
volume 1, number 1 (dated 7/11/1951)

7/14/1951

800201087 Letter to Freytag from parents, from
Chicago - "very serious floods in Kansas
and at Kansas City, Mo."; Bill Koser is a
para-trooper, his new address is
enclosed

7/15/1951

800201088 Letter from Freytag to parents, from
Camp McNair, Japan - went on 24-hour
pass to Yoshida and weekend pass to
Yokahama; description of presents he
sent back to them (blue tablecloth and
napkins and a painting of his dad's
portrait on silk; going out to the field
tonight

7/16/1951

800201089 Letter to Freytag from parents - details on
the Ladysmith tornado; reading about the
floods in Japan; enclosed part of a letter
from Virginia, who would like a souvenir

7/18/1951

800201090 Letter from Freytag to parents, from
Camp McNair, Japan - details on being
out in the field where the 34th Division
24th Regimental Combat team fought the
224th Regimental Combat Team for the
mock war, a mechanic's foot was broken
after being run over, a tank crushed a
camouflaged jeep, a jeep was lost
overnight, a jeep fell into a ravine injuring
soldiers

7/20/1951

800201091 Letter to Freytag from Ed Aeschelimann,
from Chicago - updates on home, his job
and the weather

7/21/1951

800201092 Letter from Freytag to parents, from
Camp McNair, Japan - mail has to be in
by 8:30 now to give to the 140th Tank
Battalion to deliver to the post office; mail
is being forwarded to Camp Haugen,
where they are moving shortly; his friends
are climbing Mt. Fuji but he didn't have
enough money to get out of duty

7/21/1951

800201093 Letter to Freytag from parents, from
Chicago, Ill. - updates from home, bank
account; received no updates from the
other boys

7/22/1951

800201094 Letter to Freytag from Aunt Lil - details on
the Ladysmith tornado; Air Raid Warning
Siren was tested Sunday

7/23/1951

800201095 Letter to Freytag from parents - thanks for
gifts and pictures; includes addresses for
cousin Mildred and Bro. Charles
Mrowinski

7/25/1951

800201096 Letter to Freytag from Bill Koser - "During
the day (8:00 AM to 5:00 PM) I work at
the Mitsubishi Shoji Bldg. in downtown
Tokyo […] 6 days a week including Sat. &
Sundays having off on odd days during
the week […] in room 416 - map library."
He bunks with "the 64th Engineers at the
Isetan Bldg. on Avenue K and 30th
Street."

7/26/1951

800201097 Letter to Freytag from Jim Doberstein,
from Chicago - details on his and
Lorraine's vacation to a dude ranch in
Mauston, Wisconsin

7/26/1951

800201098 Postcard to Freytag from Jim Doberstein
- cartoon Native American beating a drum
[from Woodside dude ranch, Mauston,
WI]

7/27/1951
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800201099 Letter to Freytag from parents, from
Chicago - learned from Bill Atkins that
"Frank [Eudelia] says he is going to North
Africa and Fred [Meier] said he
understands her Is going to be assigned
to the Far East Command […] Bill
Holmes is shipping to Germany";
newspaper clipping enclosed: "Otto Calls
Musical Signals" with handwritten note
"July 25 - Trib. our illustrious cousin Harry
Jagade"

7/29/1951

800201100 Letter from Freytag to parents, from
Camp Haugen, Japan - update on Bill
Koser's address and his new job at the
headquarters in Tokyo; description of
new camp and surroundings, near
Hachinoihe

7/30/1951

Personal Correspondence

1951

800201101 Letter to Freytag from Bill Atkins - talks
about the men in 7/29/51 letter; talks
about school and Alpha Phi Omega

8/1/1951

800201102 Letter from Freytag to parents, from
Camp Haugen, Japan - he was
transferred from the ammunition section
to the Battalion Motors section, promoted
from driver to mechanic, description of
duties; updates from Jim Doberstein's
letter

8/3/1951

800201103 Letter to Freytag from parents - updates
from home

8/5/1951

800201104 Card to Freytag from Grandma & George
- pop-up birthday card

8/6/1951

800201105 Letter to Freytag from parents, from
Chicago, Ill. - updates from home;
newspaper clipping enclosed: "1,000
Yanks in Morocco to Man U.S. Bases"
with handwritten note

8/9/1951

800201106 Letter to Freytag from parents - second
letter of the day to say she received his
letter after sending hers

8/9/1951

800201107 Letter to Freytag from R.C. Hudson birthday and well wishes

8/10/1951

800201108 Letter from Freytag to parents, from
Camp Haugen, Japan - description of
Hachinoihe; been doing amphibious
training, description of wet net training;
will be going on a 10-day mission by
water down to Yokahama to deliver
supplies and return by train

8/10/1951

800201109 Card to Freytag from parents - birthday
card with a note that they also sent a
package on 7/26/51

8/11/1951

800201110 Letter from Freytag to parents, from
Camp Haugen, Japan - letting them know
he won't be sending pictures until he gets
back from his upcoming delivery mission

8/11/1951

800201111 Letter to Freytag from parents, from
Chicago, Ill. - updates from home; talk
about Bill Koser; newspaper clipping
enclosed: "Motley Hurt; Sent Home for
Medical Help" with the section "Praises
Chick Jagade" circled

8/12/1951

800201112 Birthday card to Freytag from Aunt Lil

8/12/1951

800201113 Letter to Freytag from parents, from
Chicago, Ill. - talk about his birthday;
updates from home; newspaper clipping
enclosed: "Descend Mt. Fujiyama with GI
Hurt in Slide"

8/19/1951

800201114 Letter from Freytag to parents, from
Camp Haugen, Japan - details on his
friends climbing Mt. Fuji; description of
their delivery mission, they didn't go
ashore because the water was too
choppy and there were casualties and
injuries earlier in the day; funny rumor

8/20/1951

that the 40th Division is going to Balboa
Beach to make a movie based on a
rumor that they'll be moving again in
September
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800201115 Birthday card to Freytag from Ed
Aeschelimann

8/23/1951

800201116 Letter to Freytag from parents, from
Chicago - went to the music festival at
Soldier Field; received photos of McNair;
"The Draft has been stepped up again for
September"

8/27/1951

800201117 Letter from Freytag to parents, from
Camp Haugen, Japan - jokes about
fighting Communism on the fronts, but
Communism comes into effect in the
barracks when someone is sent goodies
from home; details about his upcoming
leave time

8/28/1951

Personal Correspondence

1951

800201118 Letter to Freytag from parents, from
Chicago - heard "there is a rumor going
around that the 40th Division is going
back to California"; newspaper clipping
enclosed: Governor Warren's visit to
Sendai, Japan

9/1/1951

800201119 Letter to Freytag from parents, from
Chicago, Ill. - updates from home

9/6/1951

800201120 Letter from Freytag to parents, on Atami
Kanko Hotel, Atami, Japan stationary,
glossy paper with a black and white photo
of the hotel in upper left corner - details
on their leave time in Atami; ran into Herb
Rosengren (a friend he worked with at
Hudson's) who is now with the 31st
Infantry Regiment in Korea; ran into

9/6/1951

someone he graduated with, last name
Carlson

800201121 Letter from Freytag to parents, from
Camp Haugen, on Atami Kano Hotel
paper - returned to camp to find people
packing to go out to the field; talk about
driver's license application he sent home

9/8/1951

800201122 Letter to Freytag from parents, Grandma
& George, from Ladysmith, Wisc. updates from Ladysmith farm; "Fred
Meier did not make the Cooking
Assignment and is now assigned to an
Engineering Outfit leaving Fort Stockton
Calif for Yokahama"; "General MacArthur
said after the Peace Treaty is signed our
valiant [troops crossed out] Divisions in
Japan will be coming home soon"

9/10/1951

800201123 Letter to Freytag from Ed Aeschlimann,
from Chicago, Ill. - updates on home, he
spoke with Mrs. Freytag

9/12/1951

800201124 Letter from Freytag to parents, from
Camp Haugen, Japan - the 40th and 45th
Divisions are not going to Korea because
draftees and R.A. men are going instead
and details about that; Governor Warren
visited camp; details on new job and the
men there

9/16/1951

800201125 Letter to Freytag from parents, from
Chicago - updates on Ladysmith farm
and return home; sent in George's
driver's license application; newspaper
clipping enclosed: "45th Divison Builds a
City on Hokkaido"

9/20/1951

800201126 Letter from Freytag to parents, from
Camp Haugen, Japan - preparing for a
parade that will happen tomorrow; details
on a disagreement between some of the
drivers and Dysart in which they were
reported to the 1st Sgt. and punished;
details on a truck he and Bob Millard had
to go check out

9/21/1951

800201127 Letter to Freytag from parents - Manuel
DeAngelo "was in the front lines and he
says they are teaching the South
Koreans how to use our weapons drive
trucks and jeeps"; "Today's tribune has
headlines that they will resume cease fire
talks."

9/23/1951

800201128 Letter to Freytag from Herb Thurmer,
from Camp Zama - sent prints; likes new
camp "a lot more than Haugens."

9/23/1951

800201129 Letter to Freytag from Ed Aeschelimann,
from Chicago

9/25/1951

800201130 Letter to Freytag from Jim Doberstein,
from Chicago, Illinois - Chuck, Lorraine's
brother Steve and others have been
called to leave

9/25/1951

800201131 Letter to Freytag from Herb Kosengren,
on 7th Infantry Division stationary promoted to Sgt.; "usual air raids in the
middle of the night, still in the same place
(haven't moved in the last 2 months)."

9/25/1951

800201132 Letter to Freytag from Dad, from Chicago,
Ill. - newspaper clipping enclosed: from
Chicago Sunday Tribune 9/30/51 and
article "Regulars from Faemd 34th Go
Back to Korea"

9/30/1951

800201133 Letter from Freytag to parents, from
Camp Haugen, Japan - they have been
at the firing range a lot lately; discussion
of photos sent and received

9/30/1951
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800201134 Letter from Freytag to parents, from
Camp Haugen, Japan - updates on Herb
Rosengren; snafu involving picking
Captain Diem up from Hachinoihe at
almost the same time he is to be on the
firing range

10/2/1951

800201135 Letter to Freytag from parents - Lane
Tech's Smoke Signals newsletter, volume
4 (September 1951) enclosed;
newspaper clipping enclosed: "Strange
Vehicle, Used as Dwelling Puzzles Traffic
Officer to Classify"

10/4/1951

800201136 Letter to Freytag from parents, from
Chicago, Ill. - updates from home

10/7/1951

800201137 Letter from Freytag to parents, from
Camp Haugen, Japan - updates on Bob
Kulling and the "D" Battery, he is a
corporal and gun mechanic; he and some
others traveled to the Mesawa Airbase to
shop

10/8/1951

800201138 Letter to Freytag from parents - updates
from home; "There was an article in the
newspaper that in November there will be
5000 replacements sent to Korea from
the states, and other countries have been
sending dabs of men."

10/10/1951

800201139 Letter to Freytag from parents, from
Chicago, Ill. - updates from home
("Fullerton avenue is paved with blacktop
now from Harlem to Halstead St.";
questions about Captain Diem;
newspaper clipping "Lesik-Bergwin
Wedding Rites" enclosed

10/14/1951

Personal Correspondence
800201140 Letter from Freytag to parents, from
Camp Sekene, Japan - details of the
move; details of the men in his section

1951
10/15/1951

and their jobs

800201141 Letter to Freytag from parents - updates
from home

10/17/1951

800201142 Letter to Freytag from parents, from
Chicago, Ill. - "Ray Tynus is now at Camp
Zama with the 24th Division."

10/21/1951

800201143 Letter from Freytag to parents, from
Camp Haugen, Japan - details of time at
Camp Sekene, mostly spent digging out
trucks because of the rain; explanation of
a spot check; Jake volunteered and left
for Korea; the 980th will be receiving 15
replacements from the 140th AAA;
updates from Jim Doberstein's letter

10/21/1951

800201144 Letter to Freytag from parents, from
Chicago, Ill. - "They say the call for
November and December is very high.
The Illinois National Guard has been
activated, and they are going to Camp
Cooke for training in February.";
newspaper clippings enclosed: "Auto Kills
Cemetary Official" hand-dated 10/23/51,
Bergwin-Lesik wedding photo and "It
Rains, but Japs Look in Vain for
Rainmaker's Proof"

10/28/1951

800201145 Letter to Freytag from parents - updates
from home

10/31/1951

800201146 Letter from Freytag to parents, from
Camp Haugen, Japan - moved to another
part of camp and description of new area;
request for them to send shorts

10/31/1951

800201147 Letter to Freytag from parents, from
Chicago - updates from home,
questioning if he's receiving their letters

11/2/1951

800201148 Letter from Freytag to parents, from
Camp Haugen, Japan - talk about playing

11/2/1951

poker at camp
800201149 Letter to Freytag from parents, from
Chicago, Ill. - talk about Jake Hannula

11/4/1951

800201150 Letter to Freytag from Aunt Lil - questions
about Japan; "We’re making parts for
guided missiles, some new big part for
Chevrolet and have a chance to get into
production on turbo jet buckets."

11/5/1951

800201151 Letter to Freytag from Herb Thurmer,
from Camp Fuji - "We arrived here last
Tuesday […] at the South Camp about 5
miles from Gotemba", descriptions of
North and South camps, "driving for
F.D.C."

11/6/1951

800201152 Letter from Freytag to parents, from
Camp Haugen, Japan - weather updates;
announcement that there is a water
shortage; updates on Herb Thurmer and
Aldrich; answers their questions about
winter and camplife

11/6/1951

800201153 Letter to Freytag from parents, from
Chicago, Ill. - updates from home and the
farm; newspaper clippings enclosed:
"Japs Keep Calm Under Russ Guns" and
hand-dated 11/2/51 "Two-Headed Rabbit
at Jim Falls"

11/7/1951

800201154 Letter to Freytag from Ed Aeschelimann,
from Chicago, Ill. - updates from home

11/8/1951

800201155 Letter from Freytag to parents, from
Camp Haugen, Japan - updates on
hearing from Jake Hannula, who is on the
front lines in Korea

11/10/1951

800201156 Letter to Freytag from parents, from
Chicago, Ill. - updates from home

11/11/1951

800201157 Letter to Freytag from Bill Koser - talk
about Chuck Nilson and his new bride,
Marion Wertz

11/17/1951
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800201158 Letter to Freytag from Herb Thurmer,
from Camp Fuji - received transfer to Fire
Direction Center; details of daily
happenings at his camp

11/18/1951

800201159 Letter to Freytag from parents, from
Chicago, Ill. - updates from home;
newspaper clippings enclosed: That'll Be
the Day! cartoon, picture of "Handy Andy
Fighting Machine" dated 11/18/51,
information about Raymond and Betty
Strand's wedding and about Sgt. 1/c
Henry Bos; enclosed letter from Charlie
[Mrowinski] dated 11/14/1951

11/18/1951

800201160 Letter from Freytag to parents, from
Camp Haugen, Japan - updates on his
friends and the weather; newspaper
clipping from the 40th Infantry Division's
Sunburst "1500 to Go Home in February Maybe" enclosed

11/18/1951

800201161 Letter to Freytag from Jim Doberstein,
from Chicago, Illinois - updates from
home

11/20/1951

Personal Correspondence

1951

800201162 Letter from Freytag to parents, from
Camp Haugen, Japan - description of
Thanksgiving dinner at camp; provides
Frank Youdelis's address; updates on
Aldrich, Ray Tynus, Herb Thurmer;
speculation on becoming corporal and
what he'll do when he gets out of the
service

11/22/1951

800201163 Letter to Freytag from parents, from
Chicago - received package with missing
items; updates from home, including
newspaper clippings of births

11/24/1951

800201164 Letter from Freytag to parents, from
Camp Haugen, Japan - updates on Jake
Hannula; assigned as a driver on a parts
truck

11/25/1951

800201165 Letter to Freytag from parents, from
Chicago - updates on neighbors;
questions about holildays

11/29/1951

800201166 Letter to Freytag from parents, from
Chicago, Ill. - short note; newspaper
clipping enclosed: from Tribune 12/1
"Army Planning Korea Duty for Guard
Division"; Nadia Backwish's 11/21/51
letter to Mrs. Freytag asking for George's
address enclosed

12/1/1951

800201167 Letter from Freytag to parents, from
Camp Haugen, Japan - details on the trip
to Sekene; Ozzie Young being sent to the
hospital in Tokyo for high blood pressure;
rumor that they are going to Korea;
speculation on the cease fire; newspaper
clipping "Army Planning Korea Duty for
Guard Division" attached to the letter by
his parents after receiving

12/2/1951

800201168 Letter to Freytag from parents - listened
to "a broadcast from Korea by a Lt.
Donnelly - 1st Cav 5th Reg […] along the
Imjin River" on 12/1/51; updates from
home, including the Seaquist boy who
enlisted under a false age, deployed and
was sent back once notification of his real
age came

12/2/1951

800201169 Letter to Freytag from Herb Rosengren,
on 7th Infantry Division letterhead asking for rumor talk

12/2/1951

800201170 Letter from Freytag to parents, from
Camp Haugen, Japan - leaving tomorrow
for Camp McNair for Cold Weather
Equipment and Traction Devices training

12/4/1951

800201171 Letter to Freytag from Nadia Backwish,
from Winnipeg, Man. - updates from
home; request for a picture of him in
uniform

12/6/1951

800201172 Letter to Freytag from the Leschinski
Family - holiday greeting card with baby
Jesus decorating a snowman

12/7/1951

800201173 Letter to Freytag from Aunt Lil - updates
from home

12/7/1951

800201174 Letter and card to Freytag from Grandma
& George - Christmas card with The
Snowstorm on the front; letter from
George with updates from Ladysmith

12/7/1951

800201175 Letter to Freytag from parents - talk about
Senator Kerr, along with newspaper
clipping "Claghorn Sounds Off"

12/9/1951

800201176 Card to Freytag from Herb Rosengren the 7th Infantry Division's holiday card

12/10/1951

800201177 Christmas card to Freytag from Bob and
Margaret Hudson

12/10/1951

800201178 Christmas card to Freytag from (Aunt)
Lillian C. Miller

c. 12/1951

800201179 Christmas card to Freytag from the
Hudson Mfg. Co.

c. 12/1951

800201180 Letter to Freytag from parents - updates
from home; newspaper clipping of picture
titled "When 'Gas Buggies' Began"
enclosed

12/13/1951

800201181 Christmas card to Freytag from Martha
Hannula

12/16/1951

800201182 Christmas card to Freytag from Sylvia
Hannula - short note asking if he has
seen Jake

12/16/1951

800201183 Christmas card to Freytag from parents

12/16/1951
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800201184 Letter to Freytag from parents, from
Chicago, Ill. - commentary on George's
camps; newspaper clipping enclosed:
picture "City Battles Near Record
Blizzard" from Chicago Daily Tribune
12/14/1951

12/16/1951

800201185 Letter from Freytag to parents, from
Camp Haugen, Japan - returned to camp
from training on the "operation and
maintenance of the M29 and M29C cargo
carrier"; list of the men that went with him;
provides Jake Hannula's new address;
discusses the moves of men in his
section

12/16/1951

Personal Correspondence

1951-1952

800201186 Letter to Freytag from parents - they've
been sending letters and packages to
Jake Hannula; newspaper clippings
enclosed: about Frank Hroch, Henry
Duccomun and pictures of the storm

12/19/1951

800201187 Christmas card to Freytag from Bill Koser
- newspaper clipping enclosed: from
Tribune 12/31/51 "Yanks' Move is Secret
to None Except the Gis" about the 40th
and 45th Divisions

12/19/1951

800201188 Christmas card to Freytag from Lorraine
and Jim Doberstein

12/21/1951

800201189 Card to Freytag from Bob Schnell - "The
Season's Greetings" with a red house
and snowy hill on the front

12/21/1951

800201190 Christmas card to Freytag from Paul Nell
and Paula Spieker -Freytag wrote notes
about Sgts and Acts on the envelope

12/22/1951

800201191 Letter to Freytag from parents, from
Chicago, Illinois - updates on Troop 17
and the Rovers; updates from home and
Ladysmith; poem about animals, men,
drinking and longevity enclosed;
newspaper clipping enclosed: from
Tribune 12/19/51 "Sale of Two Lines
Starts Tomorrow"

12/23/1951

800201192 Letter to Freytag from parents, from
Chicago, Ill. - updates on Christmas at
home

12/25/1951

800201193 Letter from Freytag to parents, from
Camp Haugen, Japan - description of
Christmas at camp

12/25/1951

800201194 Letter to Freytag from Jim Doberstein Lorraine's brother "Steve set a new
marksmanship record for the Fort Mead
Training Center the first time he was out
on the rifle range."; Letter from Lorraine
also enclosed - thanking him for the
"Sterling Siam" bracelet he sent her

12/26/195112/27/1951

800201195 Newspaper clippings to Freytag from
Mother - picture of snow being dumped
into the Chicago River, picture captioned
"Snow Razes the Roofs", picture of a
train driving through a snowy scene with
handwritten note, and full-page spread of
pictures titled "Weight of Snow Breaks
Roof; Seven Injured - Plows Clearing
Snow from County Highways" with
handwritten note

12/27/1951

800201196 New Year's card to Freytag from Ed
Aeschelimann

12/28/1951

800201197 Letter to Freytag from parents - "worst
snowstorm in the history of Chicago" and
other updates from home; newspaper
clippings attached "Childless Husband
Classified 1-A; Face January Induction"
and "Fire Razes Seven U.S. Army
Buildings in Japan"; six photographs

12/28/1951

enclosed were moved to the photographs
section

800201198 Letter to Freytag from parents, from
Chicago, Illinois - updates from home and
Ladysmith; talk about an article in that
day's paper that the 45th Infantry Division
is now in Korea; commentary on the
slides he sent

12/30/1951

800201199 Letter to Freytag from S/Sgt. M.P.
Frederickson, from Korea - made
"Sargent the 24 of Dec"; "new job in the
Batt. Besides 3rd section chief. I am the
Batt. Carpenter also.

1/1/1952

800201200 Letter from Freytag to parents, from
Camp Haugen, Japan - list of promotions
in his battalion; details on New Year's
Eve in Mitsu Ichigawa and a fight at the
beer hall

1/1/1952

800201201 Letter from Freytag to parents, from
Camp Haugen, Japan - updates on Jake
Hannula

1/2/1952

800201202 Letter to Freytag from parents, from
Chicago, Ill. - "Dulles claims or predicts I
should say it will be sometime before we
have real peace"; newspaper clipping
enclosed: from Chicago Daily News
1/2/52 "46 Improvements in 1952
Plymouth"

1/3/1952

800201203 Letter to Freytag from parents, from
Chicago, Ill. - updates from home;
questions about Christmas in Japan

1/6/1952

800201204 Letter from Freytag to parents, from
Camp Haugen, Japan - updates on camp

1/6/1952
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1952

800201205 Letter to Freytag from parents, from
Chicago, Ill. - Bill Holm's aunt said Bill
"wrote telling them how they took up a
collection of $200.00 and gave that
money to two orphanges close by" [in
France]

1/7/1952

800201206 Letter to Freytag from Ed Aeschelimann,
from Chicago, Ill. - updates on home;
enclosed a letter he started 12/29/51

1/8/1952

800201207 Letter to Freytag from Mrs. John
Leschinski, his neighbor across the street
- updates from home; request for stamps
from Tokyo

1/8/1952

800201208 Letter to Freytag from parents, from
Chicago, Ill. - updates from home, talk
about Jake Hannula, subscribed him to
the Tribune

1/10/1952

800201209 Letter to Freytag from Chuck Mrowinski updates from home; thanking him for
service

1/10/1952

800201210 Letter from Freytag to parents, from
Camp Haugen, Japan - description of
M29C cargo carrier; explanation of the
expression "gung ho"; funyn story about a
dishrag in the soup in the mess hall; joke
about a timber camp; labeled sketch of
an M29C cargo carrier enclosed

1/11/1952

800201211 Letter to Freytag from parents, from
Chicago, Ill. - "The Ill Nat Guard is going
to Camp Cook as the 44th Division in
February. […] There are about 8000 Nat
Guard Men - They are going to use
Korean Vets and Draftees for fillins until
the Division has its full 18000.";
newspaper clippings enclosed: article
"Ford Promises New Continental Auto"
and pictures of "Sleek Ford Laboratory
Car" and a 10 passenger automobile

1/13/1952

800201212 Letter from Freytag to parents, from
Camp Haugen, Japan - discussion about
cars; updates from camp

1/14/1952

800201213 Letter to Freytag from Mother, from
Chicago, Ill. - bank balance and weather
update

1/17/1952

800201214 Letter from Freytag to parents, from
Yokohama, Japan - explanation that the
received orders about going to Korea
12/24/51 and a day-by-day description of
the trip; reassures them not to worry and
asks that they stay as calm as the
soldiers around him are seeming to;
unsure exactly where they are except that
it's in the Iron Triangle; landscape and
city descriptions throughout

1/17/19521/24/1952

800201215 Typed copy of previous letter, from
Freytag to parents, from Yokohama,
Japan

1/17/19521/24/1952

800201216 Letter to Freytag from parents, from
Chicago, Ill. - tax income details;
overseas National Guard Units being
phased home starting with the 43rd
Division in Europe in March; updates on
Ladysmith; newspaper articles enclosed:
"Teacher Hurt in Wreck on 8" and "Sam
Johnson Dies in California"

1/20/1952

800201217 Letter to Freytag from Herb Thurmer,
from Mt. Fujiyama - rumor they will move
to Haugen, talk on evasion and
interrogation; life around camp and
details pass

1/22/1952

800201218 Letter to Freytag from parents - talk about
marrying Japanese vs. American girls;
newspaper clippings enclosed: about
Mount Atlanta ski area, "Big Elms Bound
for Local Mill", "Twins Trap Rare Black
Wolves", "Conrath Soldier Finds Korea's
Cold a 'Snap'" and "U.S. 1st Cavalry
Moves to Japan in Sight of Russ"

1/23/1952

800201219 Letter to Freytag from Aunt Lil - updates
from home and Ladysmith

1/23/1952

800201220 Letter to Freytag from parents, from
Chicago, Ill. - heard from Mrs. Tynus the
40th Division is in Korea, but no word in
the papers; newspaper article enclosed:
"Ole E. Anderson Called by Death"
enclosed

1/27/1952

800201221 Letter from Freytag to parents, from
Central Korea - description of equipment,
their tent, reasons the different Batteries
would pack up to move, guard duty

1/27/1952

800201222 Letter to Mr. & Mrs. Freytag from Jake
Hannula - "just north of the 38th here,
even though we're in reserve" and
description of camp life; description of the
KSC (Korean Service Corps) they work
with; now with the 45th; weather updates

1/29/1952

800201223 Letter from Freytag to parents, from
Central Korea - updates on Herb
Thurmer; updates on camp life

1/29/1952

800201224 Letter to Freytag from parents - have
since learned that the 40th is in Korea,
rumors about them replacing the 24th
(which Ray Tynus is a part of);
newspaper clipping of an army cartoon
enclosed; page 3 and 4 of a tax form
enclosed

2/1/1952

800201225 Letter to Freytag from Ed Aeschelimann,
from Chicago, Ill. - saddened to hear
Freytag has moved to Korea

2/1/1952

800201226 Letter to Freytag from parents - talks
about all the people who wait for his
letters to come; updates from home,
including that yesterday was Ed
Aeschlimann's IIT graduation

2/3/1952

800201227 Newspaper clipping "Air Force Mum Over
Mystery Attacks on GIs", handwritten

2/3/1952

Sunday Tribune on 2/3/1952
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800201228 Letter to Freytag from parents - "The 40th
has been getting plenty of mention on the
air and in the newspapers."

2/4/1952

800201229 Valentine's Day card to Freytag from
parents - newspaper clipping enclosed:
about the 40th Division's arrival to Korea
(also includes information on the National
Guard, the 31st, 47th, 37th and 44th
Divisions)

2/5/1952

800201230 Letter to Freytag from Herb Thurmer,
from Camp Fuji - talk about camp life and
weather; "aren't attached to the 24th Div
anymore."; questions about landing in
Korea; talk about their vehicles

2/5/1952

800201231 Letter from Freytag to parents, from
Central Korea - updates on the vehicles
he works with, details on guard duty, the
weather and beer rations; updates on
Herb Thurmer; details on explosions in
the past few days around camp (building
latrines and a machine gun position)

2/5/1952

800201232 Valentine's Day card to Freytag from
Aunt Lil

2/6/1952

800201233 Letter to Freytag from his uncle George updates from Ladysmith

2/9/1952

800201234 Letter from Freytag to parents, from
Central Korea - explanation of replacing
the 24th Division; court martial for 1700
40th Division men for revealing they were
moving to Korea; updates on camp life;
jokes

2/9/1952

800201235 Letter to Freytag from parents, from
Chicago Ill. - updates on Jake Hannula
from the letter he sent them; news from
an acquaintance that heard original 21month draftees were not going to be
extended to 24 months of service;
questions about Korea; newspaper
clipping enclosed: Johnny Comet comic
with the name "Freytag Salvage Co." on
the work truck

2/10/1952

800201236 Letter to Mr. & Mrs. Freytag from Jake
Hannula - thanks for package; weather
update; "back on the frontal position
again, since Feb. 6" and details on camp
life

2/10/1952

800201237 Letter to Freytag from parents - Mary
Barris's son got inducted with the A.A.A
of the 3rd Division; Pearl Rasmussen's
son had his physical, but they're hoping
he isn't drafted until after he gets his
brick-layer license in March; newspaper
clipping enclosed: "Friend of the Yanks"
hand-dated 2/11/52

2/13/1952

800201238 Letter from Freytag to parents, from
"Frozen Chosen" - updates from camp;
updates from Herb Thurmer

2/14/1952

800201239 Letter to Freytag from parents - Seaquist
was arrested ("his aunt should have left
him in Korea when he was there");
debate about troops being able to write
home to say they're in Korea; newspaper
clipping enclosed: "Guardsmen and
Reserves Gain Early Releases"

2/20/1952

800201240 Letter from Freytag to parents, from
Korea - list of promotions and talk of
phasing/rotating out; Operation Clam-Up
to try to lure Chinese out of their hiding
spots resulted in capturing 49 men;
enclosed 1000 won paper bill

2/20/1952

800201241 Letter to Freytag from parents, from
Chicago, Ill. - Fred Meier is a cook, might
be a Mess Sergeant; Manuel DeAngelo is
back in the States; talk about Jake
Hannula; newspaper clippings enclosed:
picture of Midway Airport and a Los
Angeles Times' 2/17/52 article "Leak on
40th's Move Won't Bring Discipline"

2/24/1952

800201242 Letter from Freytag to parents - Jake
Hannula came to visit their camp on a
three-day pass, details on the New Year's
attack; commentary on company drivers
breaking down the trucks

2/24/1952

800201243 Letter to Freytag from parents - Mrs.
Olson's son and Harold Mathieson are at
Camp Eustas, VA, Eugene Mazko is at
Fort Knox, KY; Ray Tynus is at Camp
Stillwell doing "wiring"; updates from
home; jokes; newspaper clippings
attached a blurb about Mr. and Mrs.
Frank Stanger, "1,000 Soldiers in Europe
Volunteer to Go to Korea", a short piece
on people involved in a car wreck,
Norman Clark's promotion to corporal,
"Young Bruce Trapper Hits Jackpot",
"Tale of Joyride Auto Thefts" and "3
Teen-Agers Held to Jury on Auto Theft
Charges" attached

2/27/1952

800201244 Letter from Freytag to parents, from
Korea - decisions that drivers getting
traffic violations is subject to court martial;
news that a letter with a very detailed
description their trip to Korea was printed
in the Monrovia (Calif.) News Post
(speculation that Bob Holman wrote the
letter)

2/28/1952

800201245 Letter to Freytag from Ken Stonesifer "The truce talks in Korea really seem to
be a farce."; Bill Atkins working with
Westinghouse in New Mexico ("it has
something to do with the Atom Bomb");

3/1/1952

updates on Troop 17
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800201246 Letter to Freytag from parents, from
Chicago, Ill. - updates from home;
speculation on the 40th and 45th "getting
some combat experience."; broadcast
about fancy troop tents; joke about two
Irishmen

3/2/1952

800201247 Letter from Freytag to parents, from
Korea - spent time installing a new motor
on the electric power plant; had a small
fire in their tent in the midst of an air
attack (which turned out to be Navy
Corsairs) and details on how everyone
reacted

3/3/1952

800201248 Letter to Mr. & Mrs. Freytag from Jake
Hannula - details on his R&R leave to
George's camp; currently on the line for
13 days

3/4/1952

Personal Correspondence

1952

800201249 Letter to Freytag from parents, from
Chicago, Ill. - jokes; newspaper clippings
enclosed "Buildings Fall, Fires Rage in
Hokkaido City" and a picture of the
American Automobile's 50th anniversary
parade from the Tribune, "Quake, Tides
Kill 35 in Japan" from the Daily News

3/7/1952

800201250 Letter to Freytag from Aunt Lil, from
Chicago, Illinois - updates from home;
heard on the radio that the 40th Division
was in Korea

3/7/1952

800201251 Letter from Freytag to parents, from
Korea - had another flyover of Corsairs,
they have now been told to fire on
anything that fires on them rather than
waiting for an officer's command; they are

3/7/1952

building a shower down by the creek;
Klein's welding shop burned down;

800201252 Letter to Freytag from parents, from
Chicago, Ill. - Illinois is doing a lot of
inducting; "This am they said the 40th is
on the central line just south of Kumsong"

3/9/1952

800201253 Letter to Freytag from parents, from
Chicago, Ill. - discussion about the 40th
Division story being printed in California's
newspapers; reassurance that his letters
don't get circulated to too many friends

3/11/1952

800201254 Letter from Freytag to parents, from
Korea - details on mail delivery;
description of their housing; discussion
on the first wave of men being phased
out; estimate of his point breakdown
written on the envelope

3/11/1952

800201255 Postcard to Mr. & Mrs. Freytag from
Norman C. Heldt - his updated address
for when he gets out of the service

3/13/1952

800201256 Letter to Freytag from parents, from
Chicago, Ill. - heard about strafing on the
radio; talk about Jake Hannula;
newspaper clipping enclosed "Restrict
Size of Air Packages to G.I.s Overseas"
enclosed

3/14/1952

800201257 Letter to Freytag from parents, from
Chicago - discussion about points;
discussion on the announcement to move
on to the 20-year-old class for the draft

3/17/1952
(misdated
as
9/16/1952)

800201258 Letter from Freytag to parents, from
Korea - story about Klein ordering
welding mask lenses from Sears and
their response to him; lots of activity
around camp accompanied by a rumor of
a move; talk about those who are rotating

3/18/1952

out

800201259 Letter to Freytag from Ed Aeschelimann,
from Chicago, Illinois - talk about a girl he
as been dating (Jo Ann Wilfinger)

3/19/1952

800201260 Letter to Freytag from parents, from
Chicago, Ill. - talk on the radio "that the
truce talks will become an armistice by
the middle of April."; "April and Amay
draft calls for 19000 each month and a
little over 1000 from Illinois."; newspaper
clippings enclosed "New Army Plan Frees
Returned Korea Veterans: Release GIs
with Only 3 Months to Serve" and picture
of Pfc. Ted C. Spagnuolo bathing in a
small tub in Korea from the Daily News
3/18/52

3/19/1952

800201261 Letter to Freytag from parents, from
Chicago, Ill. - listened to a broadcast from
Inchon, one that said they're rotating
25000 men a month from Korea, one that
said some Marines in China hunted deer;
newspaper clipping enclosed: pictures of
"Old Time Chicago Street Car"

3/23/1952

800201262 Letter from Freytag to parents, from
Korea - breakdown of his points;
description of the Korean boy that helps
them; story about Mendoza and Moore
rolling their truck off an embankment; a
joke about raising money for a Truman
statue to be erected in Washington, D.C.
sent by Harniteaux's wife is enclosed

3/23/1952

800201263 Letter to Freytag from Herbie Thurmer
from Camp Fuji - spent four days in the
hospital; new training schedule; details of
his daily schedule; mentions of Jake
Hannula and Aldrich

3/24/1952
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800201264 Letter to Freytag from parents, from
Chicago, Ill. - the Californians are going
home

3/28/1952

800201265 Letter from Freytag to parents, from
Korea - change in the guard system and
moved their tent around; speculation on
promotions and men rotating out; updates
on Jake Hannula and his camp

3/28/1952

800201266 Letter from Freytag to parents, from
Korea - short note letting them know he
was promoted to corporal

3/29/1952

800201267 Letter to Freytag from parents, from
Chicago, Ill. - "The army says 50000 to
60000 men will be released from the
army each month beginning with June",
draft quota was low but will rise again;
hoping he got a good replacement for Lt.
Bruton

3/30/1952

800201268 Easter card to Freytag from Aunt Lil

4/2/1952

800201269 Easter card to Freytag from parents

4/2/1952

800201270 Letter to Freytag from parents, from
Chicago, Ill. - there are reports of truce
talks and the stock market is slow; "We
read somewhere while you were still in
Japan that married men who has their
families with them in Japan got only 1
point for each month of service"

4/4/1952

800201271 Letter from Freytag to parents, from
Korea - there has been a lot of movement
and now "most of the forward units of the
40th Div are now in this valley"; updates
on Bob Kulling; Bob Schwebke is not with
the 625th Service Battery

4/4/1952
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800201272 Letter to Freytag from parents, from
Chicago, Ill. - short note congratulating
him on becoming corporal; Freytag wrote
notes on the envelope for a letter back

4/5/1952

800201273 Letter to Freytag from parents, from
Chicago, Ill. - Bill Atkins is living in
Albuquerque, NM, working with the
Atomic Energy Organization; commentary
on Jake, "Van Fleets Son is missing",
expecting a truce to come soon; Western
Union Telegram strike stateside; radio
report that the draft calls will be heavier
than usual in the summer; Freytag wrote
notes on the envelope for return letter

4/6/1952

800201274 Letter to Freytag from Lorraine
Doberstein - her brother Steve is
stationed at Fort Sam Houston

4/9/1952

800201275 Letter to Freytag from parents, from
Chicago, Ill. - updates from home and
Ladysmith; they read about the change in
the point system

4/10/1952

800201276 Letter from Freytag to parents, from
Korea - discussion about trucks and the
Korean roads; their first shower project
didn't get finished so they built a gravity
shower; list of those rotating out; talk
about his pay

4/10/1952

800201277 Letter to Freytag from parents, from
Chicago, Ill. - radio says to expect an
armistice in about a week, that the first
G.I. to rotate out of the 40th Division
arrived in Seattle; Manuel DeAngelo is
now at Camp Carson, Colorado, he told
them a story from a reconnaissance trip
where his jeep broke down; newspaper
clipping enclosed: from the Chicago
Sunday Tribune of an car/plane hybrid

4/13/1952

800201278 Letter from Freytag to parents, from
Korea - talk about his points; details
about the Korean boy, Lee Chang Sho
(called Jimmy), who helps them;
description of the truck parts they keep
stocked; Sgt. Levesque stepped on a
flare near the creek

4/15/1952

800201279 Letter to Mr. & Mrs. Freytag from Jake
Hannula - discussion of the point system;
went into reserve but is back on the front
line now; talk about his R&R in Japan

4/15/1952

800201280 Letter to Freytag from parents - Chuck
Nilson bound for Germany; news reports
that "they are starting to separate the
Korean prisoners down on" Geoje Island;
terrible flooding in the Midwest
happening; newspaper clippings
enclosed: "Koreans Steal from the Army
Defending Them - Sell Their Loot Openly
in Seoul Market" and pictures of the flood
(dated 4/15/52 from Chicago Daily News)

4/16/1952

800201281 Letter from Freytag to parents, from
Korea - short thank you note; Cal Cobb is
now in their section

4/16/1952

800201282 Letter to Freytag from Ken Stonesifer updates on the Rovers, Jim Doberstein is
to be inducted 4/29/52; updates from
home and the weather

4/19/1952

800201283 Letter to Freytag from parents, from
Chicago Ill. - enlistments have been
extended for 9 months, but "no period of
service can be extended more that once";
air force officers "are refusing to fly"

4/20/1952

800201284 Letter from Freytag to parents, from
Korea - updates on Bob Kulling and Jake
Hannula; story about the "trigger happy
boys in the 981st" (their "new neighbors")

4/21/1952

800201285 Letter to Freytag from parents - Don
Micholetti is with the 24th Division; Ray
Tynus is back at Camp Fuji; newspaper
clippings enclosed: "Army Issues Yank a
Pair of Shorts with Dainty Elastic", Some
Punkins cartoon about "CHOW" perfume
and other cartoons

4/23/1952

800201286 Letter to Freytag from Mother - updates
on Easter and question about it in Korea;
jokes; newspaper clipping enclosed:
"Today's Chuckle"

4/24/1952

800201287 Letter from Freytag to parents, from
Korea - complaints about the food; list of
people rotating out

4/26/1952

800201288 Letter to Freytag from Bill Atkins, from
Albuquerque, NM - "working for the
Sandia Corporation […] on atomic
materials" and description of the city;
includes P.F.C James H. Grzelewski's
Fort Hood address

4/27/1952

800201289 Letter to Freytag from parents, from
Chicago, Ill. - questions on a trip flare and
Sgt. Levesque; talked to Jake Hannula
about points; newspaper clipping
enclosed "44th Division Units Will Be
Sent to Korea" hand-dated 4/24/52 and
"Hayward Sets Musky Festival for June
14-15"

4/27/1952

800201290 Letter to Freytag from Ed Aeschelimann edited and returned GEF's 3/28/52 sketch
of Ed's girlfriend, she accepted his
proposal, the story of their meeting and
courtship; discussion on the value of US
dollar to the Canadian dollar

c.
4/28/1952

800201291 Letter to Freytag from Mrs. Snyder's
Home Made Candies - they sent the
wrong amount of candy from Aunt Lil and
will send more

4/29/1952

800201292 Letter from Freytag to parents, from
Korea - details of a USO show he saw

4/30/1952

800201293 Letter to Freytag from parents, from
Chicago, Ill. - discussion of the upcoming
election; questions about the 981st;
reports on a "violent demonstration" by
the Communists in Tokyo; newspaper
clipping enclosed "Army Rotation System
is Chief Grumble of GIs - They Complain
About the Way Points are Awarded"

5/1/1952

800201294 Letter from Freytag to parents, from
Korea - updates on Jim Doberstein and
Ed Aeschlimann; Jerry Lawrence, Daniel
Mendoza and "Giz" Wright got demoted

5/3/1952

800201295 Letter to Freytag from parents, from
Chicago, Ill. - discussion on the food
situation in Freytag's camp; updates from
home, including oil, steel and Western
Union strikes

5/4/1952

800201296 Letter to Mrs. Freytag from Jake Hannula,
from Chorwon Valley, Korea - speculation
on rotating out; moving off the line earlier
than expected

5/6/1952

800201297 Letter from Freytag to parents, from
Korea - explanation of a trip flare; list of
men rotating out and their replacements;
updates from Bill Atkins' 4/27/1952 letter

5/8/1952

800201298 Letter from Freytag to parents, from
Korea - description of the surrounding
area; will be going on R&R with Fred
Witcraft and Charlie Neal around
5/24/1952; description of his work that
day

5/11/1952

800201299 Letter from Freytag to parents, from
Korea - explanation of the 981st F.A.;
speculation on when he will phase out

5/12/1952

800201300 Letter from Freytag to parents, from
Korea - order came that Pvt's and PFC
have to fill K.P. again; they have to send
Jimmy, the Korean boy, away for a little
bit, but will be able to get him back soon;
updates on Bill Koser and Jake Hannula
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1952

800201301 Letter to Mr. & Mrs. Freytag from Jake
Hannula - has been promoted to squad
leader of 1st Mortor Squad; speculation
on points and when he'll be rotated out;
details of their daily camplife and the
weather

5/22/1952

800201302 Letter from Freytag to parents, from
Korea - points speculation; details on
Mendoza, Wright and new members Paul
Fritz, Leo Markowski, Garland Smith,
Hudson Plucker, Carrol Cobb, Carrol
Calvert and Frank Madrid

5/23/1952

800201303 Letter from Freytag to parents, from
Chun-Chon, Korea - R&R in Kokura and
talk about the process of it

5/25/1952

800201304 Letter from Freytag to parents, from
Korea - details on his R&R leave to
Kokura with Witcraft and Neal

6/2/1952

800201305 Letter from Freytag to parents, from
Korea - short note to accompany money
order

6/3/1952

800201306 Letter to Mr. & Mrs. Freytag from Jake
Hannula - updates on the weather; back
on the front for 14 days; he was at 36
points as of 6/2/1952

6/4/1952

800201307 Letter from Freytag to parents - details on
an inspection of their weapons and
mosquito nets; talks about changes since
a new General has come in

6/8/1952

800201308 Letter to Mr. & Mrs. Freytag from Jake
Hannula - he started the process of
rotating out 6/14/1952 and is currently at
the Replacement Co at Yong Dong Po

6/16/1952

800201309 Letter from Freytag to parents, from
Korea - details on new daily routine since
Captain Hovey has come in; explanation
of full field and command vehicle
inspections and details of getting things
ready for them; provides Jim Doberstein's
new address

6/21/1952

800201310 Letter from Freytag to parents, Korea the 980th is going to stay on the line
while the rest of the Division goes into
reserve; the Colonel inspected his office
and gave many compliments

6/24/1952

800201311 Letter from Freytag to parents, from Btn
Mtr Pool - details of follow up vehicle
inspection; weather updates; their camp
dog, Moose, is expecting puppies

6/29/1952

800201312 Letter from Freytag to parents, from
Korea - short note to accompany money
order; Moose had puppies

7/5/1952

800201313 Letter from Freytag to parents, from
Korea - request for more shorts;
explanation of "commo" (communications
room); they have Koreans working K.P.
and have been told to hide them if "any
big brass show up in the area";
discussion on the Korean boy, Jimmy;
explanation of Moose's name

7/10/1952

800201314 Letter from Freytag to parents, from
Korea - list of men rotated out; Hugh
Johnson bought him a Japanese Konan
camera while on R&R, it fits in his pocket;
building new shower

7/13/1952

800201315 Letter from Freytag to parents, from
Korea - sent picture John Downey took of
him in the supply room with Moose in his
lap; description of his day, visited
Johnson, took pictures; speculation about
going home in August or September

7/20/1952

800201316 Letter to Freytag from Lorraine
Doberstein - description of her mother's
remodeled house (sketches enclosed);
request for Korean travel folders or maps
for her mother-in-law; Jim's updated
address in El Toro, California

7/25/1952

800201317 Letter from Freytag to parents, from
Korea - discussion of when the men in his
section are rotating out; weather updates;
just heard on the radio Governor
Stevenson won the Democratic
nomination

7/26/1952

800201318 Letter from Freytag to parents, from
Korea - letter written on his original
discharge date if they hadn't been
extended; camp chaplain has started a
rumor that the truce talks would be
completed by mid-August; another rumor
is that the 40th Division is going back to
Japan

7/29/1952

800201319 Letter from Freytag to parents, from
Korea - discussion of Uncle Bill's La
Fiesta Motel in Tampa, Florida; Lorraine
Doberstein's 7/25/1952 enclosed

8/6/19528/7/1952

800201320 Letter from Freytag to parents, from
Korea - received word that Jake Hannula
has been discharged and will be going to
visit Mr. and Mrs. Freytag

8/8/1952

800201321 Letter from Freytag to parents, from
Korea - the 143rd FA's So Btry lost
equipment when the creek flooded so
they moved to a new location across the
road; speculation on August rotation and
who will get to leave

8/12/1952

800201322 Letter from Freytag to parents, from
Korea - "verified rumor" that they'll be
moving to another sector, signs that the
45th Division is moving in as their
replacement; the California National
Guard is getting a 40th Division so they
are getting a new patch (sketch enclosed)

8/19/1952

800201323 Letter from Freytag to parents, from
Korea - birthday celebration for him and
two others; details on a new man in their
section, Gladney; getting ready to go on
R&R

8/24/1952

800201324 Letter from Freytag to parents, from
Korea - will have a practice moving out
drill the following week; updates from
Lorraine Doberstein

8/28/1952

800201325 Letter from Freytag to parents - details on
last vacation, people are put in their
home state's tent, met some Southsiders,
saw Dancing in the Rain, The Light
Touch and another; rumors that the 40th
Division is to get new trucks; list of those
leaving on the 9/9/52, speculation that
he'll be on the next list

9/3/1952

800201326 Letter from Freytag to parents, from The
Central Front - talk about the parties for
his friends that rotated out; talk about Jim
Doberstein's address and classification
("basic aviation electronics man")

9/9/1952

800201327 Letter from Freytag to parents, from
Central Korea - get notice he will be
rotating out tomorrow morning
(9/13/1952) with Harold Owns and Bob
Wood

9/12/1952

800201328 Letter from Freytag to parents, from
Inchon, Korea - details on what has been
happening since reaching the
replacement camp; he is in Packet 4C;
Bob Kulling is there too, in Packet 6C

9/18/1952
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800201329 Letter from Freytag to parents, from
Sasebo, Japan - will be getting
discharged in the 5th Army area and
other updates on rotating out; rough
sketch of map with Inchon and Sasebo
noted on the envelope

9/24/1952

800201330 Letter to Freytag from Herb Thurmer,
from Camp Zama - updates on what he
and Aldrich are doing and the camp

10/8/1952

Military Correspondence and
Documents

1950-1952

800201331 Letter from Chicago Recruiting Main
Station outlining the process of mental
and physical fitness exams for military
service

8/16/1950
(postmarke
d)

800201332 Certificate of Acceptability - found
acceptable of induction into the armed
forces; removed from scrapbook

8/30/1950

800201333 Letter from the Selective Service System
with instruction for reporting for duty

10/17/1950
(postmarke
d)

800201334 Letter Order Number 436 with list of
inductees names assigned to 6th
Armored Division, Fort Leonard Wood,
Missouri

10/30/1950

800201335 Order Number 2 - transfer from Private,
Grade E-1 to Private, Grade E-2; pencil
sketch of a car on the back

2/1/1951

800201336 Order Number 3 - transfer from Private,
Grade E-2 to Private, First Class, Grade
E-3

2/5/1951

800201337 Special Order Number 33 - granting leave
for 8 days effective 3/3/1951; Freytag is
included; note for his mother on the back

3/1/1951

800201338 Special Order Number 36 - granting
leave; Freytag is not on either list

3/7/1951

800201339 Special Orders Number 101 - grants 7
days leave

9/1/1951

800201340 Letter Order Number 12-3 - Freytag to
attend Ordinance Winter Equipment
School at Camp McNair for 10 days
starting 12/6/1951

12/5/1951

800201341 Memorandum 108 - list of clothing and
equipment to be worn, in/on the combat
pack, in/on the cargo pack and in the
duffel bag

12/27/1951

800201342 Letter to All Officers and Enlisted Men of
the 40th Infantry Division - motivation and
purpose for going to the Korean fighting
front

1/3/1952

800201343 Special Orders Number 248- transfer to
Sasebo Replacement Depot

9/11/1952

800201344 Transfer to Reserve Component effective 10/16/1952

10/14/1952

800201345 Special Orders Number 228 - list of men
to receive transfer and separation papers;
Freytag included on the list

10/14/1952

800201346 Special Orders Number 228 - duplicate
copy of previous order

10/14/1952

800201347 Personal Clothing Items and checklist of
items - instructions on personal clothing
items during time as reservist

10/14/1952

800201348 Organized Reserve Corps Qualification
and Availability Questionnaire

10/14/1952

800201349 Acknowledgement of Receipt of Claim application for benefits on 11/18/1952

12/1/1952

800201350 Reserve Component Requirements and
Notification of Assignment Jurisdiction of
Reservist - regulations for time as a
reservist

12/17/1952

800201351 Instructions to Members of the Organized
Reserve Corps
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Documents

12/18/1952

1953-c.
1956, n.d.

800201352 Assignment Orders Number 1 - transfer
to ORC Ctrl Gp from active service

1/2/1953

800201353 Assignment of Military Occupational
Specialties - Ordinance Supply Specialist

6/29/1953

800201354 Army Reserve Evaluation Questionnaire
Program letter

8/24/1953

800201355 Organized Reserve Corps Qualification
and Availability Questionnaire

8/26/1953

800201356 Receipt for Miscellaneous Collections $2.25 over payment Per Diem

7/16/1954

800201357 Receipt for Registered Article No. 114770
- handwritten note on that back that this
receipt is to send the application for letter
of eligibility for the G.I. Bill

8/10/1954

800201358 Grade Conversion - Corporal will now be
called Specialist 3rd Class effective
3/1/1955

9/23/1954

800201359 Assignment Orders Number 201 Corporal to Specialist 3rd Class, from the
Headquarters of the Illinois Military
District, signed by P.L. Halloran

11/6/1954

800201360 Army Reserve Qualification and
Availability Questionnaire

7/11/1955

800201361 Claim for Combat Pay - handwritten
marked copy

9/6/1955

800201362 Copy of Authorization of Education and
Training Allowance - approval for a
Master of Arts degree from Wright Jr.
College

c. 6/4/1956

4
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800201363 Instructions for the 40th Infantry
Division's departure to Japan - "Silence
Means Security!"

n.d.

800201365 Lesson plan packet - training on the
Cargo Carrier M29-C, Vehicular
Operations Controls, Use of Instruments
and Controls During Operation, Cold
Weather and Unusual Operation, Vehicle
Lubrication, Preventive Maintenance
Services Before, During and at Halt, After
Operation and Weekly Services, Monthly
and Quarterly Inspection, Trouble
Shooting, and Engine Assembly, M29,
Mechanical Units

n.d.

800201366 Proficiency Test on M29 Cargo Carriers

n.d.

800201367 Instructions for Completion of DA Form
1140 - form of reservists; handwritten
note on the envelope "new type form filed
in full and mailed 7/11/55"

n.d.

800201368 Notice that life insurance records have
been transferred to the office at Fort
Snelling

n.d.

800201369 Resume of the Veterans Readjustment
Assistance Act of 1952

n.d.

800201370 Envelope labeled "Official Records" with
handwritten note "Discharge Paper" - all
documents in this folder were in this
envelope

n.d.

Biographical Materials - Military

Bulk 19501956, 1946,
1949, n.d.

800201371 Registration Certificate card

9/13/1946

800201372 Notice of Classification card - Class I-A

5/17/1949

800201373 Newspaper clipping from the Sunday
Tribune - "149 Northwest Siders Get
Called for Army Duty; Freytag's name is

11/5/1950

on the list; removed from scrapbook

800201374 Handwritten list of the men in photograph
of the 40th Infantry Division at Camp
Cooke 1950

1950

800201375 Newspaper clipping from Monrovia,
California's Daily News-Post - "40th
Division Japan Duty Prostested"

2/27/1951

800201376 Domain of the Golden Dragon certificate

4/9/1951

800201377 Motor Vehicle Operators Permit - can
operate 1/4-3/4 ton and 1.5-2.5 ton cargo
trucks

7/13/1951

800201378 Men's Ration Card No. 332737 - Japan
Central Exchange; removed from
cigarette tin

10/1/1951

800201379 Hunting Permit issued by the
Headquarters of the Japan Logistical
Command

1951-1952

800201380 Handwritten list of National Guardsmen
Sent Home - list of soldiers he knew

3/19/19525/12/1952

800201381 Domain of the Golden Dragon certificate

10/3/1952

800201382 Report of Separation from the Armed
Forces of the United States

10/15/1952
(effective)

800201383 Certificate of Service card

c.
10/15/1952

800201384 Notice of Classification card - Class 1-C
Reserve

11/14/1952

800201385 Notice of Classification card - Class V-A

8/27/1954

800201386 Honorable Discharge certificate

10/4/1956

800201387 Pay Data Card - Pfc. grade

n.d.

800201388 Handwritten notes on military symbols

n.d.

4
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800201389 Domain of the Golden Dragon card
(about 2.5" tall, 3.25" long) - sketched
copy of the certificate in blue ink

n.d.

800201390 Notice that Freytag is short 1 pair of
Trousers HBT

n.d.

Biographical Materials - Miscellaneous

1951-1954,
n.d.

800201391 Handwritten list that corresponds to
photographs

c. 3/1951

800201392 Train card for El Capitan - altitude,
mileage, times for trainline; hand-dated
3/2/1951

3/2/1951

800201393 Handwritten list that corresponds to
photographs

c. 8/195111/1951

800201394 United States Postal Money Order receipt
- to Mrs. Emily M. Freytag for $50.00

8/3/1951

800201395 United States Postal Money Order receipt
- to Mrs. Emily M. Freytag for $50.00

10/12/1951

800201396 American National Red Cross
membership card

1952

800201397 Customs Declaration - contained 72
letters and miscellaneous papers

5/20/1952

800201398 Wright Junior College student receipt for
classes

9/16/1954

800201399 Customs Declaration, from Camp
Haugen, Japan - contains 114 letters, 2
Motor magazines and 1 California road
map

n.d.

800201400 Pamphlet titled "How to Become a
Christian" from the Board of National
Missions, New York, New York

n.d.

800201401 Receipt for LaSalle Camera Company

n.d.

800201402 Veterans Application for G.E.D. Test at
Wright Junior College

n.d.

Series 2: Ephemera, c. 1943, 19511952, n.d.
4
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Ephemera

800201403 Pocket Reference Guide to Army, Navy
and Marine Corps Insignia issued by
Reader's Digest

c. 1943,
1951-1952,
n.d.
c. 3/1943

800201404 Menu booklet for Christmas 1950 - the
front has a colored picture of a woman
standing out front of a house, three
children are in the doorway and a dog is
on the porch greeting her; underneath in
gold print is "Seasons Greetings" in gold,
underneath is "Service Battery--980th
Field Artillery Battalion 40th Division-Camp Cooke, California"

1/22/1951
(postmarke
d)

800201405 Set of postcards mailed to parents in Mt.
Fuji Post Card envelope - captioned "Mt.
Fuji seen from Lake Yamanaka", "View of
the Peerless seen from Mistu Pass",
"Scenic attractions at Lake Kawaguchi",
"Views from car window at River Fuji",
"Romantic View of Lake Side, FujiHakone National Park", "In Cherry
Blossom Time in the country", "Snowy
views of Mt. Fuji" and "Distant View of
Lake Hakone"

7/6/1951

800201406 Set of postcards - duplicate of Mt. Fuji
Post Card set (previous), but envelope is
not postmarked

c. 7/6/1951

800201407 Set of postcards mailed to parents in
Great Tokyo Post Card envelope;
captioned "G.H.Q. Building at Facing The
Imperial Palace, Tokyo", "The Diet
Building, Tokyo", "Business Center at
Marunouchi, Tokyo", "Ginza Steet
Shopping Center of Tokyo", "Kabuki
Theater and Ernie Pyle Theater",
"Asakusa Shooping Center and Pagoda
at Ueno Park", "Niju-Bashi The main
Entrance to The Imperial Palace, Tokyo"
and "Tokyo Station Entrance of Great
Tokyo"

7/18/1951

800201408 Set of postcards - duplicate of Great
Tokyo Post Card set (previous), but
envelope is not postmarked

c.
7/18/1951

800201409 Newspaper clipping from Pasadena
(Calif.) Independent - "Nat'l Guardsmen
Replacing Battle-Weary GI's"

9/11/1951

800201410 Morning Worship booklet from Camp
Haugen Chapel

9/16/1951

800201411 Rex Gloriae: A Sacred Christmas
Pageant program booklet, from Camp
Haugen - cover has a snowy path to a
chapel with house behind it, the title
underneath in black text, next to a white
candle and holly leaf; inside list the
participants, songs and readings

12/23/1951

800201412 Christmas dinner program - red booklet
tied with pink ribbon on the spine;
"Seasons Greeting At Christmas Time"
and "Service Battery 980th Field Artillery
Battalion Camp Haugen, Honshu, Japan"
on the front in gold; staff and cooks
named inside; menu listed; has soldiers'
signatures

12/25/1951

800201413 Christmas dinner program - red booklet
tied with pink ribbon on the spine;
"Seasons Greeting At Christmas Time"
and "Service Battery 980th Field Artillery
Battalion Camp Haugen, Honshu, Japan"
on the front in gold; staff and cooks
named inside; menu listed

12/25/1951

800201414 USNS Marine Lynx News, Souvenir
Edition, Volume 3 Number 22 - cover
says "We're Home!" in large letters,
various stories on rotation, attacks, influx
of doctors and dentists and other news

10/8/1952

800201415 Magazine clipping - photograph of
members of the 40th Division training
with howitzers at Camp Cooke,
California; removed from scrapbook

n.d.

800201416 All-Service Identification Guide - contains
rank, insignia and other important
information about the United States
Armed Forces

n.d.

800201417 Japanese currency - 10 yen paper bill

n.d.

800201418 Japanese currency - 50 yen paper bill

n.d.

800201419 Japanese currency - 100 yen paper bill

n.d.

800201420 Set of postcards in Japan Post Cards
envelope - captioned "The Yomeimon
Gate at Nikko, the Most Beautiful Gate in
the World", "Ships from all Corners of the
World sail into Yokohama Harbor", "The
Sunset of Miyajima Island at Inland Sea,
Japan", "Hiroshima The First Atom Bomb
in History Hit Hiroshima in August 6,
1945", "The Sarusawa Pond at Nara (The
Pagoda of the Kofukuji Temple)", "The
Diet Building is One of the Most
Impressive Buildings in Tokyo", "The
Famous Himeji 'White Heron' Castle" and
'Great Buddha at Kamakura The
Dimensions of the Image are Heigh 42ft.
6in., length of The Face 7ft. 8in."

n.d.

4 No
Folder

800201421 QP Store and Ressan Dress Maker
business card

n.d.

800201422 Postcard of the U.S. Naval Ship Marine
Lynx - ship shown in black and white
photograph on the front

n.d.

800201423 Pamphlet titled "After Separation What?"
- guide for employment, insurance,
reserves, selective service, civil service
and the GI Bill; prepared ath Fifth Army
Headquarters

n.d.

800201424 Red Cross information booklet illustrated, in color; guide for how the Red
Cross aids soldiers, veterans and their
dependents

n.d.

800201425 Book - Fortieth in Review, hardcover

n.d.

Series 3: Photographs, Bulk 19501953, 1968, 2005, n.d.
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Photographs and Negatives
800201477 Black and white photograph - George
Lazorik and Jake Hannula in uniform
standing beneath a sign that reads
"Welcome to the Fighting Fortieth",
barracks and other men can be seen in
the background; caption on the back
reads "This is an extra picture of him and
I the first week at Camp Cooke. He was
from Mellen, Wi." then 'George Lazorik

1950-1951,
n.d
1950

(Mellen), John (Jake) Hannula (Hurley)
1950"; about 4.25 in high x 4.75 in. wide

800201480 Color negative - Freytag; labeled "Camp
Cooke 1950"

1950

800201481 Color negative - Freytag and two other
men; labeled "Camp Cooke 1950"

1950

800201482 Color negative - Freytag and another
man standing in front of a door

n.d.

800201483 Color negative - Freytag and two other
men

n.d.

800201484 Color negative - a church

n.d.

800201485 Color negative - a man standing with a
cannon

n.d.

800201486 Color negative - a tank; labeled "6"

n.d.

800201487 Color negative - Freytag in a tank;
labeled "7"

n.d.

800201488 Color negative - My. Fuji with clouds
above; labeled "8"

n.d.

800201489 Color negative - an army truck convoy;
labeled "9"

n.d.

800201490 Color negative - Freytag standing in the
snow; labeled "10"

n.d.

800201491 Color negative - a scenic view; labeled
"Korea 1951" and "11"

1951

800201492 Color negative - Freytag sitting amongst
rocks; labeled "George Freytag Korra
1951" and "12"

1951

800201493 Color negative - a view of hills; labeled
"Korea 1951"

1951

800201494 Color negative - a scenic view; labeled
"14" and "Korea 1951"

1951

800201495 Color negative - Freytag posing, in
uniform, outside a building

n.d.

800201496 Color negative - Freytag with camp dog,
Moose; labeled "13"

n.d.

800201497 Color negative - Freytag and another
man standing in front of a truck in the
snow; labeled "14"

n.d.

800201498 Color negative - three men posing in front
of a scenic view; labeled "#6"

n.d.

800201499 Color negative - four men posing
together; labeled "#7"

n.d.

800201500 Color negative - snowcapped Mt. Fuji;
labeled "#17"

n.d.

800201501 Color negative - four men posing in front
of snowcapped Mt. Fuji

n.d.

800201502 Black and white negative - a man in
uniform; came in an envelope from Camp
Cooke, California

c.
2/22/1951

800201503 Black and white negative - a two-story
building; came in an envelope from Camp
Cooke, California

c.
2/22/1951

800201504 Black and white negative - three men in
uniform; came in an envelope from Camp
Cooke, California

c.
2/22/1951

800201505 Black and white negative - a man in
uniform near a vehicle; came in an
envelope from Camp Cooke, California

c.
2/22/1951

800201506 Black and white negative - two men in
uniform; came in an envelope from Camp
Cooke, California

c.
2/22/1951

800201507 Black and white negative - a man in
uniform posing; came in an envelope
from Camp Cooke, California

c.
2/22/1951

800201508 Black and white negative - a view through
the trees; came in an envelope from
Camp Cooke, California

c.
2/22/1951

800201509 Black and white negative - the beach;
came in an envelope from Camp Cooke,
California

c.
2/22/1951

800201510 Black and white negative - a ship out to
sea; came in an envelope from Camp
Cooke, California

c.
2/22/1951

800201511 Black and white negative - a ship out to
sea; came in an envelope from Camp
Cooke, California

c.
2/22/1951

800201512 Black and white negative - two men
standing in a boat on the beach; came in
an envelope from Camp Cooke,
California

c.
2/22/1951

800201513 Black and white negative - a man in
uniform standing in front of a SV 980
sign; came in an envelope from Camp
Cooke, California

c.
2/22/1951

800201514 Black and white negative - four men
standing in front of a SV 980 sign; came
in an envelope from Camp Cooke,
California

c.
2/22/1951

800201515 Black and white photograph - front view
of a ship and the water; caption on the
back reads "Stern end S.S. Kulukundis
22 Feb '51 Surf, Calif"; about 4.25 in high
x 4.75 in. wide

2/22/1951

800201516 Color photograph - handwritten note on
the back "L.C. Miller's 1950 Jaguar,
March 1951"; about 2.25 in. high x 3.25
in. wide

c. 3/1951

800201517 Color photograph - Freytag in uniform
leaning with his arm up against a white,
convertible 1950 Jaguar; number 1 on the
back which corresponds to note "Me with
Lill's car"; about 2.25 in. high x 3.25 in.

c. 3/1951

wide

800201518 Color photograph - Freytag in uniform
standing in front of a white, convertible
1950 Jaguar; number 2 on the back
which corresponds to note "Me with Lill's
car"; about 2.25 in. high x 3.25 in. wide

c. 3/1951

800201519 Color photograph - number 3 on the back
which corresponds to note "Lill with her
car"; about 2.25 in. high x 3.25 in. wide

c. 3/1951

800201520 Color photograph - number 4 on the back
which corresponds to note "Part of the
midway at Long Beach, Calif. Viewed
from 300 ft in the air."; about 2.25 in. high
x 3.25 in. wide

c.
3/11/1951

800201521 Color photograph - number 5 on the back
which corresponds to note "Part of the
park viewed from the balcony of the
Municipal Auditorium, Long Beach, Calif.,
March 11th 1951"; about 2.25 in. high x
3.25 in. wide

c. 3/1951

800201522 Color photograph - number 6 on the back
which corresponds to note "View from
balcony of Municipal Auditorium showing
the rollercoaster (double tracked) at the
midway with part of the beach, and
midway showing at the right. The pier in
the foreground runs out in a large arc and
returns to land on the far side of the
rollercoaster. Pictures #4 and #7 were
taken from the spherical cage suspended
near the top of the crane like a pair near
the center of the picture."; about 2.25 in.
high x 3.25 in. wide

c. 3/1951

800201523 Color photograph - number 7 on the back
which corresponds to note "Part of the
waterfront of Long Beach showing the oil
wells in the background"; about 2.25 in.

c. 3/1951

high x 3.25 in. wide

800201524 Color photograph - number 8 on the back
which corresponds to note "Shuffleboard
deck in the park viewed from Municipal
Auditorium"; about 2.25 in. high x 3.25 in.
wide

c.
3/25/1951

800201525 Color photograph - Freytag holding a
mop and a broom; number 9 on the back
which corresponds to note "Me at Camp
Cooke, Calif. about March 25th"; about
2.25 in. high x 3.25 in. wide

c.
3/25/1951

800201526 Color photograph - number 10 on the
back which corresponds to note "Bob
Kulling and Schwebke"; about 2.25 in.
high x 3.25 in. wide

c.
3/25/1951

800201527 Color photograph - number 11 on the
back which corresponds to note
"Schwebke, me, Kulling"; about 2.25 in.
high x 3.25 in. wide

c.
3/25/1951

800201528 Color photograph - number 12 on the
back which corresponds to note "Bob
Kulling"; about 2.25 in. high x 3.25 in.
wide

c. 3/1951

800201529 Color photograph - number 13 on the
back which corresponds to note "Bob
Aldrich, Donald D. (Ozzie) Young,
Charles Neal and Edward H. Owens";
about 2.25 in. high x 3.25 in. wide

c. 3/1951

800201530 Color photograph - Freytag holding a
mop and a broom; duplicate; captioned
on the back "George Freytag Camp
Cook, Calif. Oct. 1950"; about 2.25 in.
high x 3.25 in. wide

c.
3/25/1951

800201531 Color photograph - Freytag holding a
mop and a broom; duplicate; about 2.25

c.
3/25/1951

in. high x 3.25 in. wide
800201532 Color photograph - Freytag holding a
mop and a broom; duplicate; about 2.25
in. high x 3.25 in. wide

c.
3/25/1951

800201533 Black and white photograph - Freytag in
uniform and helmet, sitting amongst large
rocks; caption on the back reads "This
was taken on top of a mountain pass
some time in April or May."; about 3.5 in.
high x 5 in. wide

c. 4/1951

800201534 Black and white photograph - duplicate of
previous photograph, but caption on the
back reads "George E. Freytag Korea 1951"; about 3.5 in. high x 5 in. wide

c. 4/1951

800201535 Black and white photograph - fields near
a railroad with a train passing by, caption
on the back reads "Same train - going.
May '51"; removed from scrapbook

5/1951

800201536 Black and white photograph - man in
uniform sitting in a boat, smiling and
holding a cigarette, water and hills seen
behind him; caption on the back reads "J.
Hannula June 1951 Lake Yamanaka";
about 4.75 in high x 4.25 in. wide

6/1951

800201537 Black and white photograph - man in
uniform standing in a road with buildings
and a woman walking behind him;
caption on the back reads "Hueftle
Yamanaka June 1951"; about 4.75 in
high x 4.25 in. wide

6/1951

800201538 Black and white photograph - man sitting
on the latrine in front of two tents, rolling
out the toilet paper, cigarette dangling
from his mouth; "Eddie Owens takes a
'breather' on our 16 holder at McNair,
July 1951" handwritten on back; about
2.25 in. high x 3.25 in. wide

c. 7/1951

800201539 Black and white photograph - two men
sitting on the latrine in front of tents,
caption on the back reads "Bob Aldrich
and Dick Snow on the 16 holer at McNair,
July 1951"; about 2.25 in. high x 3.25 in.
wide

c. 7/1951

800201540 Black and white photograph - two men
sitting on the laterine, caption on the back
reads "After a hard day-Aldrich and
Snow, Camp McNair, July 1951"
handwritten on the back; about 2.25 in.
high x 3.25 in. wide

c. 7/1951

800201541 Black and white photograph - a man in
uniform standing with his arm around a
Korean woman who is wearing a white
dress with dark polka dots and belt;
handwritten caption on the back says
"July 1951 Herb & a moose"; about 3.25
in. high x 4.5 in. wide

7/1951

800201542 Black and white photograph - a man in a
mechanic uniform standing in a field
holding wildflowers in his left hand,
leaning forward making a kissing face;
handwritten caption on the back says
"Hueftle kissing a fish I guess July 21,
51"; about 4.5 in. high x 3.25 in. wide

7/21/1951

800201543 Black and white photograph corresponding caption reads "#5 Picture
taken from the same place as #3 and 4
looking about 90 degrees to the right. The
road made a large U turn here, and that
truck you see was on the same road as
well"; about 3.5 in. high x 5 in. wide

c. 8/1951

800201544 Black and white photograph corresponding caption reads "#6 Jack
Fouse, Jake Hannula and I - same place
as previous"; about 3.5 in. high x 5 in.
wide

c. 8/1951

800201545 Black and white photograph - duplicate of
previous photograph; removed from
photobook; about 3.5 in. high x 5 in. wide

c. 8/1951

800201546 Black and white photograph corresponding caption reads "#7
Hannula, Richardson, Fouse and me same place as previous"; about 3.5 in.
high x 5 in. wide

c. 8/1951

800201547 Black and white photograph - duplicate of
previous photograph; removed from
photobook; about 3.5 in. high x 5 in. wide

c. 8/1951

800201548 Black and white photograph corresponding caption reads " #8 Our
driver and his cab"; removed from
photobook; about 3.5 in. high x 5 in. wide

c. 8/1951

800201549 Black and white photograph corresponding caption reads "#10 Power
house in valley below road same place as
previous"; about 3.5 in. high x 5 in. wide

c. 8/1951

800201550 Black and white photograph corresponding caption reads "#11 Same
powerhouse"; about 3.5 in. high x 5 in.
wide

c. 8/1951

800201551 Black and white photograph corresponding caption reads "#16
Richardson and Fouse (Hannula in
background) Looking opposite direction
of #15"; about 5 in. high x 3.5 in. wide

c. 8/1951

800201552 Black and white photograph corresponding caption reads "# 17 Mt
Fujiyama in all its glory (from behind our
tent at Camp McNair."; removed from
photobook; about 3.5 in. high x 5 in. wide

c. 8/1951

800201553 Black and white photograph - duplicate of
previous photograph; caption on the back
reads "Mt Fujiyama Japan Aug. 1951";
about 3.5 in. high x 5 in. wide

c. 8/1951

800201554 Black and white photograph - four men
posing in front of Mt. Fujiyama;
corresponding caption reads "#18
Gurschke, De Grazia, Davidson and
Cavanaugh"; about 3.5 in. high x 5 in.
wide

c. 8/1951

800201555 Black and white photograph 11/12/1951
corresponding caption reads "#19
(developed)
Oriental sunset seen from Camp McNair";
about 3.5 in. high x 5 in. wide
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800201556 Black and white photograph corresponding caption reads "#20 Me
with one of the trucks I had been driving";
removed from photobook; about 3.5 in.
high x 5 in. wide

9/17/1951
(developed)

800201557 Black and white photograph corresponding caption reads "#21 Fred
Whitcraft"; about 5 in. high x 3.5 in. wide

9/10/1951
(developed)

800201558 Black and white photograph - scenic view
of a valley; about 3.5 in. high x 5 in. wide

9/10/1951
(developed)

800201559 Black and white photograph - scenic view
of a valley; about 3.5 in. high x 5 in. wide

9/10/1951
(developed)

800201560 Black and white photograph - scenic view
of a mountainside; about 3.5 in. high x 5
in. wide

9/10/1951
(developed)

800201561 Black and white photograph - scenic view
of a valley; about 3.5 in. high x 5 in. wide

9/10/1951
(developed)

800201562 Black and white photograph - scenic view
of a valley; about 3.5 in. high x 5 in. wide

9/17/1951
(developed)

Photographs and Negatives
800201563 Black and white photograph - headshot of
Freytag in uniform; caption on the back
reads "Dec 1951 Camp Haugen, Japan";
removed from photobook; about 4.25 in.

1951-2005,
n.d.
12/1951

high x 3.25 in. wide

800201564 Black and white photograph - same as
previous photograph; headshot of
Freytag in uniform; caption on the back
reads "Dec 1951 Camp Haugen, Japan";
removed from frame; about 4.25 in. high
x 3.25 in. wide

12/1951

800201565 Black and white photograph - a house
with a large pile of snow in front of it;
caption on the back reads "12/25/51
Home Sweet Home"; originally enclosed
in 12/28/1951 letter from parents; about
4.75 in. high x 3.5 in. wide

12/25/1951

800201566 Black and white photograph - Mr. H.C.
Freytag standing at his fron steps with
large piles of snow around him; caption
on the back reads "12/25/51 It is me
George but even I can't believe it - Dad";
originally enclosed in 12/28/1951 letter
from parents; about 4.75 in. high x 3.5 in.
wide

12/25/1951

800201567 Black and white photograph - view down
the sidewalk with large piles of snow to
either side; caption on the back reads
"12/25/51 Looking Toward Wrightwood
Ave from in front of our house. This is the
sidewalk."; originally enclosed in
12/28/1951 letter from parents; about 3.5
in. high x 4.75 in. wide

12/25/1951

800201568 Black and white photograph - houses with
large piles of snow all around and in the
street, a group of men shoveling out cars;
caption on the back reads "12/25/51 A
rear view of Bud and his 88 - Clarence is
leaving. Note that big tree is gone from in
front of Schlack's."; originally enclosed in
12/28/1951 letter from parents; about 3.5

12/25/1951

in. high x 4.75 in. wide

800201569 Black and white photograph - two men
taking a break from shoveling cars out on
the street; caption on the back reads
"12/25/51 Bud Schlack on outside and
Clarence at Curb digging Bud's 88 out.";
originally enclosed in 12/28/1951 letter
from parents; about 3.5 in. high x 4.75 in.
wide

12/25/1951

800201570 Black and white photograph - a snowcovered street, one car driving down the
middle, others parked on the curb, most
still covered in snow; caption on the back
reads "12/25/51 Looking towards
Fullerton Ave down the middle of the
street."; originally enclosed in 12/28/1951
letter from parents; about 3.5 in. high x
4.75 in. wide

12/25/1951

800201571 Print out of black and white photograph four men in uniform standing in the snow;
caption on the back reads "Jan 1952
(Korea). L to R George Lazorik, Hugh
Johnson, Jake Hannula, Cavanaugh";
about 6.5 in. high x 8.5 in. wide

1/1952

800201572 Color photograph - two men in mechanic
uniforms standing in front of an army
truck, snow can be seen on the ground
and on the hills in the distance behind
them; caption on the back reads "George
Freytag, Jake Hannula, Korea, Jan
1952"; about 3.5 in. high x 5 in. wide

c. 1/1952

800201573 Black and white photograph - three men
in uniform and two Korean women sitting
in a restaurant booth, three large bottles
and glasses on their table; caption on the
back reads "Fred Witcraft (Adams, Wisc),
George Freytag (Chicago Ill), 'Sam' Neal
(Rockfort, Mass), Kokura, Japan, R&RSpring '52"; about 4.75 in. high x 6.25 in.
wide

c. spring
1952

800201574 Black and white photograph - five men in
uniform, the back of an army truck can be
seen behind them to their left; men listed
on the back as "Leo Markowski
(Milwaukee, Wisc.), Carroll Jefferson
Cobb (Duffield, Va.), Robert (Slim)
Gladney (Texas), Rhee Eun Chuh
(Rokusa), Calvert (Waterloo, Iowa) Btn
Maint Sec Korea - Sept 1952"; about 2.25
in. high x 3.25 in. wide

c. 9/1952

800201575 Black and white photograph - two men in
uniform sitting in a restaurant booth,
mostly empty plates on the table in front
of them; caption on the back reads "John
Fox - Anthony, Kansas, George E.
Freytag - Chicago Ill., at Sill's Barn,
Colorado Springs, Colo, Oct 15th 1952";
about 5 in. high x 7 in. wide

10/15/1952

800201576 Black and white photograph - Freytag in
uniform, standing in front of a building;
about 5 in. high x 3.5 in. wide

2/2/1953
(developed)

800201577 Black and white photograph - Freytag in a
2/2/1953
suit with a hat, standing in front of the
(developed)
same building as previous; about 5 in.
high x 3.5 in. wide
800201578 Color photograph - shirtless man laying
on the ground, leaning against a mobile
air compressor; caption on the back
reads "This was taken in July at Lemore
California while I was going to a 6 day
school on maintenance of mobile Air

c. 7/1968

Compressors (No. 12 & 13) Hard Job =
NAVY Bull!" in blue ink, "LeRoy DuBiel
1968" in pencil; about 3.75 in high by
3.75 in. wide

800201579 Color photograph - open field with trees
and a building in the distance; caption on
the back reads "This country isn't all
jungle like you might believe as a matter
of fact I haven't seen any yet" and "From
Jim Kowalki July 1968 Viet Nam"

c. 7/1968

800201580 Color photograph - dirt road with some
vehicles and buildings in the background;
caption on the back reads "A 'lambretta'
an Italian made vehicle Vietnamese
version of a taxi or bus. It's big enough to
carry 4 Americans or 8-10 Vietnamese"
and "From Jim Kowalki July 1968 Viet
Nam"

c. 7/1968

800201581 Color photograph - a row of tanks being
led by an army jeep; caption on the back
reads "Tank unit coming in for supplies food, fuel and ammo - Viet Name July
1968 from Jim Kowalki"

c. 7/1968

800201582 Color photograph - door of the 1st
Aviation Battalion Commo; caption on the
back reads "The shop where I work (had
to take pictures of something to try out
the camera)" and "From Jim Kowalki July
1968 Viet Nam"

c. 7/1968

800201583 Color photograph - troops watching a
USO show, performers standing on the
back of a flat bed of a large truck; caption
on the back reads "USO troop in VietNam
helicopter hanger July 1968 from Jim
Kowalki"

c. 7/1968

800201584 Color photograph reprint - two men and
one woman standing, two men and two
women sitting in front of them; attached
Post-It note captioned "Obviously you
must know I'm 2nd from left in back row.
Tom Popko is 1st on front row from left.
This was 2005 in Aug. I think. The gal 3rd
from left, fr. row, is my 2nd cousin"

c. 8/2005

800201585 Black and white photograph - headshot of
Freytag in unform; removed from frame,
"George Daniel Stafford Studio Chicago" on orignal backing; about 8 in.
high x 6 in. wide

n.d.

800201586 Painted photograph - color version of
previous photograph; Freytag in uniform;
signed Stafford in bottom right corner;
removed from frame; about 8 in. high x 6
in. wide

n.d.

800201587 Black and white photograph - Freytag on
the beach near the ocean, presumably in
California; about 4.75 in high x 4.25 in.
wide

n.d.

800201588 Black and white photograph - Freytag
and another man in uniform standing in
front of the back of a truck, Freytag's
helmet is under his arm and he has a
cigarette; about 4 in. high x 3 in. wide

n.d.

800201589 Black and white photograph - Freytag in
uniform, standing sideways with his
hands in his pockets; about 4.75 in high x
2.25 in. wide

n.d.

800201590 Black and white photograph - man in
uniform with glasses, gun resting on the
ground held in his right hand; about 4.75
in. high x 3.25 in. wide

n.d.

800201591 Black and white photograph - bunker,
ammunition, launcher and other
equipment; about 4.75 in. high x 3.25 in.
wide

n.d.

800201592 Black and white photograph - four men in
uniform squatting and holding their guns,
camp seen in the background; about
3.25 in. high x 4.75 in. wide

n.d.

800201593 Black and white photograph - man sitting
on large piece of equipment, viewed from
his front-right side; about 3.25 in. high x
4.75 in. wide

n.d.

800201594 Black and white photograph - man sitting
on large piece of machinery, viewed from
his right side; about 4.75 in. high x 3.25
in. wide

n.d.

800201595 Black and white photograph - two men
squatting next to the Honor Supply Room
building, one has his helmet on and is
holding a gun, camp can be seen in the
background; about 3.25 in. high x 4.75
in. wide

n.d.

800201596 Black and white photograph - large truck
(40-9801) towing a smaller truck, men
with their backs to the camera looking at
the trucks; about 3.25 in. high x 4.75 in.
wide

n.d.

800201597 Black and white photograph - truck
41122053 connected to a larger tow
truck, some men unhooking the truck,
other men watching; about 3.25 in. high
x 4.75 in. wide

n.d.

800201598 Black and white photograph - five men
facing the camera, one has on a helmet
and is holding a gun; about 3.25 in. high x
4.75 in. wide

n.d.

800201599 Black and white photograph - army jeep
sitting up on a platform; about 3.25 in.
high x 4.75 in. wide

n.d.

800201600 Black and white photograph - giant statue
at the top of a hill, a building and windmill
on the hill near him; caption on the back
reads "Statue (or Buda) near Tagasaki
between Camp Whittington and Camp
Weir"; about 4.25 in. high x 6.25 in. wide

n.d.

800201601 Black and white photograph - close up of
a giant Buddha statue; includes tissue
sleeve with Japanese text; about 4.25 in.
high x 6.25 in. wide

n.d.

800201602 Black and white photograph reprint - a
group of six men in unimform, four men
standing, one man sitting next to them on
a railing, one man crouching in front of
the group; attached Post-It note
captioned "You know them all - even
O'Donnell next to Dan Rogers"; about 4
in. high x 6 in. wide

n.d.

800201603 Black and white photograph reprint - four
men in uniform standing in front of a row
of cars with their arms on each other's
shoulders; attached Post-It note
captioned "Left to right 1st (don't know) ?!! [George Freytag], 2nd - Caldwell, 3rd Hueftle, 4th - Tom Popko, This was in
summer of 1951 Tokyo"; 4 in. high x 6 in.
wide

n.d.

800201604 Black and white negative - man in a truck
bed

n.d.

800201605 Black and white negative - man on a
horse

n.d.

800201606 Black and white negative - a line of army
trucks

n.d.

800201607 Black and white negative - two men in
front of a crowd

n.d.

800201608 Black and white negative - a building with
two trees in front

n.d.

800201609 Black and white negative - an older child
carrying a toddler on his back

n.d.

800201610 Black and white negative - a man in
uniform posing

n.d.

800201611 Black and white negative - a man on a
horse pulling a cart

n.d.

800201612 Black and white negative - Freytag on the
beach with men squatting in the distance

n.d.

800201613 Black and white negative - Freytag
posing on the beach

n.d.

800201614 Black and white negative - headshot of
Freytag with name and service number
below

n.d.

Series 4: Scrapbooks, 1950-1952, n.d.
Scrapbook 1
800201615 Front cover of scrapbook
5

1950-1952,
n.d.
n.d.

800201616 Page 1 - black and white photograph of
Freytag on the beach near the ocean with
group in the distance; black and white
photo of Freytag standing at the water's
edge; caption reads "Down at the
Seashore in Sunny California. Nov 1950 Camp Cooke, Calif."

11/1950

800201617 Page 2 - black and white photograph of
Bob Kulling in uniform, sitting on a rail on
the boardwalk; black and white
photograph of Freytag in uniform; caption
reads "St. Catalina Island Calif. Jan. 11951"

1/1/1951

800201618 Page 3 - black and white photograph of
Freytag and Bob Kulling standing in front
of a tiled planter; black and white
photograph of Bob Kulling sitting on a
short wall; caption reads "St. Catalina

1/1/1951

Island, Calif. Jan 1 - 1951"

800201619 Page 4 - black and white photograph of a
round building out in the water captioned
"The Casino"; black and white
photograph of the houses near the water;
caption reads "St. Catalina Island, Calif.
Jan - 1 - 1951"

1/1/1951

800201620 Page 5 - black and white photograph of a
large boat in the water; black and white
photograph of many boats in the water
near the harbor; caption reads "St.
Catalina Island, Calif. Jan 1 - 1951"

1/1/1951

800201621 Page 6 - black and white photograph of
the water with a round building at the far
end; black and white photograph of hills
descending towards the water; caption
reads "St Catalina Island Calif. Jan 1 1951"

1/1/1951

800201622 Page 7 - black and white photograph of
palm trees and the water in the distance;
black and white photograph of Freytag
sitting on a bench with building behind
him; caption reads "St Catalina Island,
Calif Jan 1 - 1951"

1/1/1951

800201623 Page 8 - black and white photograph of
Freytag, in uniform, sitting on a short wall;
caption reads "St. Catalina Island Calif.
Jan. 1 - 1951"

1/1/1951

800201624 Page 9 - black and white photograph of
boat in the water, caption reads "Stern
End. S.S. Kulukundis - 22 Feb '51. Surf,
Calif.; black and white photograph of a
boat in the water, captioned "Bow End."

2/22/1951

800201625 Page 10 - black and white photograph of
"Donald D (Ozzie) Young & Gerhard
Stockman, Eau Claire, Michigan's
Contribution to the war effort. On the
Beach near Surf, Calif. 22 Feb. '51";
black and white photograph of the "Only
scenic shot around Camp Cooke. A view
thru the pines of mts in background with
big white clouds above 22 Feb 51"

2/22/1951

800201626 Page 11 - black and white photograph of
"Wreckage of old wooden hulled boat on
beach near Surf Calif. 22 Feb '51"; black
and white photograph of two men in
uniform standing in a boat on the beach,
caption damaged but indicates the men
are Gerhard Stockman and Ozzie Young
in "one of the lifeboats of the S.S.
Kulukundis, Surf Calif. 22 Feb 1951"

2/22/1951

800201627 Page 12 - black and white photograph of
large building, caption reads "Be it even
so humble - this has been home since
Nov 10, 1950. Bldg #2324 at 32nd and
Arizona, Camp Cooke, Calif. 22 Feb '51";
black and white photograph of "Ozzie
Young at 35th and Arizona, Camp Cooke,
Calif. 22 Feb '51"

2/22/1951

800201628 Page 13 - black and white photograph of
"P.F.C. Gerhard Stockman, P.F.C.
George E. Freytag, Los Angeles Calif.,
Union Station, March 3 1951"; black and
white photograph of Gerhard Stockman
and Freytag in uniform, standing near a
railing

3/3/1951

800201629 Page 14 - black and white photograph of
Freytag in uniform, leaning against a car,
palm trees in the distance, caption reads
"Union Depot. Los Angeles Calif. March
1951. Coming home on 10 day leave
from Camp Cooke"

3/1951

800201630 Page 15 - black and white photograph of
"Rear. Hannula & Downey, Front. Freytag
& Whitcraft March 1951"; black and white
photograph of "Jake Hannula & Hugh
Johnson, Camp Cooke, March 1951"

3/1951

800201631 Page 17 - black and white photograph of
Freytag, in uniform, with his hands in his
pockets, caption reads "George Freytag
on shore Camp Cooke 1951"; black and
white photograph of three men, in
uniform, looking at a piece of equipment
on man is holding, caption reads "Jack
Fouse - left. George & Foster Flittner at
the shore Camp Cooke just before
leaving for Japan 1951"

c. 4/1951

800201632 Page 18 - black and white photograph of
three men in uniform, standing inside an
open gate with the Camp Whittington
banner above their heads, caption reads
"Jake Hannula - Fred Whitcraft - George
Freytag"; black and white photograph of
three men in uniform, standing inside an
open gate with the Camp Whittington
banner above their heads and
guardhouse to their left, caption reads
"Same as above"; page is labeled
"JAPAN" at the top and "In Gate April
1951" to the left of the first picture

4/1951

800201633 Page 19 - black and white photograph of
a two-story building with a flagpole out
front, captioned "April 1951" and
"Battalion Headquarters at Camp
Whittington"; black and white photograph
of close-up of a two-story building with a
flagpole and cannon out front, caption
reads "April 1951" and "[missing word]
and flagpole in front of Battalion Hdqs.
Camp Whittington"

4/1951

800201634 Page 20 - black and white photograph of
a two-story building, caption reads "Our
barracks at Whittington [missing word] in
the front - 1st fl. The first 4 windows to
the left of the corner [missing words] in
our room - April 1951"; black and white
photograph of "Left to right. Sgt. Cover,
Cpl. Costner, PFC Freytag, 1st Sgt.
Levesque. Camp Whittington" and "April
1951"

4/1951

800201635 Page 21 - black and white photograph of
Freytag "George at the garden in Camp
Whittington outside the service club April
1951"; black and white photograph of two
men in uniform and a Japanese man
standing outside the guardhouse, caption
reads "Jap gate guard with Fred whitcraft
(off duty) and Pete Pirchek of Off. Battery
April 1951"

4/1951

800201636 Page 22 - black and white photograph of
Freytag sitting in an army jeep, caption
reads "April 1951" and "Me in one of our
jeeps at Camp Whittington. Hugh
Johnson in the background"; black and
white photograph of "The dump at Camp
Whittington April 1951"

4/1951

800201637 Page 23 - black and white photograph of
"Hueftle climbing around on the gas tanks
at Camp Whittington. April 1951"; black
and white photograph of two men with
their arms around each other, one is bent
over at the waist and looking at the
ground, caption reads "Hannula and
Whitcraft wrestling at Camp Whittington
gas dump April 1951"

4/1951

800201638 Page 24 - black and white photograph of
a group of four men in uniform, two are
sitting while one gets his shoes shined by
a woman, caption left of the photograph
reads "Wayne Flittner, Herb Hueftle, Fred
Whitcraft, Foster Flittner. Tokyo April
1951", caption below the photograph
reads "Getting shoe shines on a steet
corner" ; black and white photograph of a
Japanese "Stoking up the gas generator
on the rear of a 1938 Ford Taxi" in
"Tokyo April 1951"

4/1951

800201639 Page 25 - black and white photograph of
two three-wheeled motocycles driving
and a little girl standing along the street,
caption reads "Three wheel motorcycle
loaded with boxes. Typical Jap
construction in background. April 1951";
black and white photograph of a "Load
being hauled on a two wheel trailer
behind a bicycle in Tokyo. Foster Flittner
in foreground April 1951"

4/1951

800201640 Page 28 - black and white photograph of
"One of those three wheeled work horses
of Japan" in "Tokyo April 1951"; black
and white photograph of two men in
uniform posing with two Japanese
women, caption reads "Hueftle and
Whitcraft outside a Beer Hall in
Kumagaya with 2 waitresses April 1951"

4/1951

800201641 Page 29 - black and white photograph of
of four men in uniform, caption reads
"S.F.C. Cover, 1st Sgt. Levesque, Sgt.
Costner, Cpl. Bertolina. Camp
Whittington. May 1951"; black and white
photograph of four men in uniform
standing in front of a tank, caption to the
left of photograph reads "Left to Right,
Downey, Thurmer, Hannula, Whitcraft,
May 1951", caption below photograph
reads "Next to one of the 140th AAA's
weapons retrievers Camp Whittington"

5/1951

800201642 Page 30 - black and white photograph of
Freytag and Hannula posing with a
cannon, caption reads "Jake Hannula
and George at the 980th Headquarters
building Camp Whittington, Japan" and
"May 1951"; black and white photograph
of Downey and Freytag posing with a
cannon, caption reads "John P. Downey
and George same as above"

5/1951

800201643 Page 31 - black and white photograph of
"Eddie Owens and Charles Neal at the
Kagahara railroad station. May 1951";
black and white photograph of "Main
Street - Fukaya. May 1951"

5/1951

800201644 Page 32 - black and white photograph of
field of crops next to a railroad, a train is
passing by, caption reads "May 1951"
and "Electric train seen on the way to
Camp Weir. Coming--"; black and white
photograph of men standing in the back
of and in front of a truck, one man is
holding a hose, caption reads "Left to
right. Aldrich, Owens, Whitcraft, Neal,
Freytag, Downey, Kleitz, Lacey. Camp
Whittington"

5/1951

800201645 Page 33 - black and white photograph of
a man in uniform crouching down, caption
reads "May 1951" and "Whitcraft at the
Gas Dump - Camp Whittington"; black
and white photograph of two men
wrestling, caption reads "Jake Hannula
on top, and Fred Whticraft (The Ox)
holding his own at the Gas Dump. Camp
Whittington. May 1951"

5/1951

800201646 Page 34 - black and white photograph of
a man crouching down near a small
creek, caption reads "Herbert A. Thurmer,
Camp Whittington, May 1951"; black and
white photograph of Freytag laying on the
ground near a small creek, caption reads
"George at Camp Whittington May 1951"

5/1951

800201647 Page 35 - black and white photograph of
two men in uniform standing with two
Japanese women, caption reads "Hueftle
& Whitcraft with the girls from the drinking
house at Kumagaya May 1951"; black
and white photograph of a group of men
in uniform standing in front of a building
next to a large truck, caption reads "Left
to right, Sgt. Garcia, Hannula, Freytag,
Lithgow, Thurmer, Owens, Hueftle,
Aldrich at Camp Weir"

5/1951

800201648 Page 36 - black and white photograph of
a group of men sitting on and standing in
front of a large truck, caption reads
"Thurmer, Hueftle, Garcia, Powers (on
Hood), Lithgow, Freytag"; black and white
photograph of "Herb Thurmer, Jake
Hannula, George Freytag, LeRoy Hueftle,
Loren Powers, Sgt. Alfred Garcia, Bob
Aldrich, Bill Lithgow, Owens took picture.
Whole section in front of the magazine at
Camp Weir. May 1951"

5/1951

800201649 Page 37 - black and white photograph of
"Mt. Fujiyama at Camp McNair. June
1951."; black and white photograph of a
group of men posing with Mt. Fujiyama in
the background, caption reads "Rear row,
Sgt. Nordlander, Gurschke, Sgt. Cover,
Sgt. Lumbreglia, Davidson, Aldrich,
Holman, Robt Wood. Seated and
squatting L to R, Freytag, De Grazia,
Nashko, Richardson, Owens, Warkinan
(Rear), Lt. Breton, Sgt. Garcia,
Cavenaugh, Rose, Kleitz, Lithgow (Rear),
Barilotti. Mt Fujiyama in Background. July
1951. Camp Whittington"

6/19517/1951

800201650 Page 38 - black and white photograph of
three men standing on a path in the
forest, caption reads "Hannula, Gurschke
and Hueftle on the way up Mt. Fuji July
1951"; black and white photograph of
"Herb Hueftle and Jake Hannula near the

7/1951

top of Mt Fuji just before leaving Camp
McNair. July 1951"

800201651 Page 39 - black and white photograph of
"Jake Hannula atop Mt Fuji with crater in
the background. July 1951"; black and
white photograph of the "Shrina at
Yoshita where climb up Mt Fuji started.
July 1951"

7/1951

800201652 Page 40 - black and white photograph of
a path with tourists, caption reads "Shrine
in background is start of climb up My Fuji
at Yoshita. July 1951"; black and white
photograph of tents, caption reads "Part
of Camp McNair July 1951"; black and
white photograph of a man crouched over
in front of tents, caption reads "Owens
does good work on K.P. at McNair. July
1951"

7/1951

800201653 Page 41 - black and white photograph of
"Some of our trucks ready to leave Camp
McNair July 1951"; black and white
photograph of "George E. Freytag at
Gotemba just prior to Embarking on the
train of the move from Camp McNair to
Camp Haugen about July 25, 1951"

7/1951

800201654 Page 42 - black and white photograph of
two wagons being pulled by horses,
caption reads "Slow but dependable. The
wagon in front is hauling logs for the
Knothole Lumber Ltd. an overseas
subsidiary of Hannula Timber Products of
Hurley, Wis. Small world. On the way to
camp Haugen July 1951."; black and
white photograph of "Modes of
transportation in Japan. Train window
frame got in way. July 1951"; black and
white photograph of "Heavy motive
Power on the Japanese Nat'l Ry. July

7/1951

1951"; black and white photograph of
"Some of the local scenery seen on way
to Camp Haugen. July 1951"

800201655 Page 43 - black and white photograph of
"Scenic view seen on the way from Camp
McNair to Camp Haugen - July 1951";
black and white photograph of "Back
home on the farm - Japanese style - on
the way to Camp Haugen - 1951"

7/1951

800201656 Page 44 - black and white photograph of
"Main St. Ichegowa. Seen from gate of
Camp Haugen. July 1951"; black and
white photograph of Japanese men and
women posing in front of a car, caption
reads "The crew from the Duck Inn
Tavern in Ichegowa. July 1951"; black
and white photograph of "Jap threshing
crew at work in Ichegowa near Camp
Haugen. July 1951"; black and white
photograph of "Jake Hannula on one of
local beer wagons. July 1951 Ichegowa"

7/1951

800201657 Page 45 - black and white photograph of
"Jerry Lawrence, Jake Hannula & Herb
Hueftle - Camp Haugen 1951"; black and
white photograph of the "Post Chapel.
Camp Haugen, Jap. July 1951"; black
and white photograph of "Herb Hueftle at
Camp Haugen July 1951"; black and
white photograph of "Our barracks at
Camp Haugen - July 1951"

7/1951

800201658 Page 46 - black and white photograph
captioned "Jake can't resist a 'bike'. Here
he is in Ichegowa hauling a load of beer. I
think he was carrying a pretty good load
himself at the time - July 1951"; black and
white photograph of "Herb Hueftle Gerald Lawrence. Our barracks in the
background. Camp Haugen, Japan July
1951"

7/1951

800201659 Page 47 - black and white photograph of
"Freytag & Hueftle in front of a new
enterprise in Ichegowa [Mamasans
Tavern], just outside of Camp Haugen
Gate. July 1951"; black and white
photograph of "Jack A. Fouse of Tyler,
Tex." and "Camp Haugen Aug. 1951"

7/19518/1951

800201660 Page 48 - black and white photograph of
"Jack Fouse & Maitland E. Richardson,
Camp Haugen, Aug. 1951"; black and
white photograph captioned "Maitland E.
Richardson at Camp Haugen, Japan. Aug
1951", "The Portland Patriot" and "'Mate'
as he is called is the first of a family that
dates back to the days of the
Revolutionary War to enter any branch of
the armed forces."

8/1951

800201661 Page 49 - black and white photograph of
"Hugh C. Johnson, Camp Haugen, Aug.
1951."; black and white photograph
captioned "Hugh comes from Winter
Wisc. and used to drive trailer trucks for
Schlitz Brewery from Milwaukee to Salt
Lake City, Utah"

8/1951

800201662 Page 50 - black and white photograph of
"Jack R. Fouse Aug - 1951" ;black and
white photograph of a "Japanese
fisherman repairing his nets on the beach
near here - Camp Haugen - Japan - Aug.
1951"

8/1951

800201663 Page 51 - black and white photograph of
"Some of the fellows perched on a Jap
fishing boat about the time of our own
Beer Bust. Aug. 1951, Camp Haugen,
Japan."; black and white photograph
caption below as "James B. Lacey,
Boston, Mass. Robert E. Millard, Beason,
Ill Box 193, George E. Freytag" and
captioned to the right as "The Beer Bust,
Camp Haugen Japan, Aug. 1951"

8/1951

800201664 Page 52 - black and white photograph of
"Camp Haugen Fire Dept. Aug. 1951";
black and white photograph of "George
E. Freytag - James B. Lacey - Harold E.
'Mike' Slater. Looks like Jerry Lawrence
sitting on the left aboard the [missing
word] Camp Haugen, Japan. Sept. 16,
1951"

8/19519/16/1951

800201665 Page 53 - black and white photograph of
"[faded word], Putinam, Walter Anderson,
Dean Wilson, Larson, Seth Simon, Herb
Thurmer, Bob Aldrich, Wallace Jay
Anderson. Sept 16-1951. These fellows
left us to go to the 63rd F.A. at Camp
Zama."; black and white photograph of
group captioned "Same as above"

9/16/1951

800201666 Page 54 -black and white photograph of
"George Freytag & Herbert A. Thurmer
just before Herby left. Carlson and Dobbs
in background. Camp Haugen Japan,
Sept 16 1951"; black and white
photograph of "Bill Koser - Aug 1951,
Tokyo"

8/19519/16/1951

800201667 Page 55 - black and white photograph of
"Bill Koser and George E. Freytag at the
G.H.Q. Enlisted Men's Club in Tokyo on
or about Sept 5-1951" printed on GHQ
Enlisted Club photopaper

c. 9/5/1951

800201668 Page 56 - black and white photograph of
men around a table at "White Beer Hall Tokyo, Japan July 1951", caption to the
left of the photograph reads "Cpl. Tom
Popko seated left 720th M.P. Fred E.
Whitcraft - Standing center. George E
Freytag. Herbert Hueftle seated. John J.
'Jake' Hannula. [Missing words] extreme
right, The fellow sitting to right of Tom
Popko is an officer. [Missing words] Lt.
from the 45th Division."

7/1951

800201669 Page 57 - black and white photograph of
"Riely with telescope, Atami Golf Course
Hotel, Sept 1951"; black and white
photograph of "Herb Rosengren on the
porch at the Atami Golf Course Hotel with
big telescope mounted there Sept 1951";
black and white photograph of "Riely
same place."; black and white
photograph of the "View across Golf
Course with Atami Hotel in background.";
black and white photograph of "Herb
Rosengren and George on the lawn of
the Atami Hotel"; black and white
photograph captioned "Herb Rosengren
takes a practice swing"; black and white
photograph of the "View of 9th hole at the
Atami Golf Course, taken from Hotel
Lawn"; black and white photograph of the
"Ping Pong table at 10th hole (9 hole
course) in background. Atami Hotel Sept
1951"

9/1951

800201670 Page 58 - black and white photograph of
"The Elmer E Fryer Theatre in
background as seen from our old area.
Camp Haugen, Japan. Sept. 1951"; black
and white photograph of "Cpl. Calvin C.
Harnetiaux, Vehicular Dispatcher 980th,
Camp Haugen, Sept. 1951"; black and
white photograph of Japanese children,
caption above reads "Tanabu, Japan",
caption below reads "According to

9/1951

Japanese custom the older children care
for the younger children so mother can do
her work. Sept. 1951"

800201671 Page 59 - page captioned "Main St. in
Tanabu"; black and white photograph
captioned "Traffic got jammed up when
truck at front of convoy hit a bridge in
town. No serious damage, but got
wedged and had trouble getting out. This
was on the way home from Sekene the
first time. Sept 1951"; black and white
photograph of "Sgt. Wendell (Colonel)
Dysart, Tanabu Japan, Sept. 1951"; black
and white photograph of "Cpl. Calvin
Harnetiaux (Horn-e-tow), Tanabu Japan,
Sept 1951"

9/1951

800201672 Page 60 - black and white photograph
captioned "George Freytag - Sekene
Japan 1951 Sept. Here I am pumping oil
out of a drum into an 8 qt. can on a 1 ton
trailer at our Sekene Super Service
Station"; black and white photograph of
the "Tanabu Japan Labor Office Sept.
1951. The picture was supposed to be of
George, but the Labor Office came out
better. George is in the shadows in centre
foregroun. That is Cpl. Klein mugging in
front."

9/1951

800201673 Page 61 - black and white photograph
captioned "Where's the ball? Volley Ball
game during 'Organized Athletics' time,
Camp Haugen, Nov. 1951"; black and
white photograph captioned "Davidson
misses blocking the ball as Snow puts an
elbow to practical use. Bill Lithgow with
back to camera & Provengano & Johnson
waiting to receive the Pass. Camp

11/1951

Haugen Nov. 1951"

800201674 Page 62 - black and white photograph
captioned "Sgt. Vick pops one over Lt.
Cook as Charlie Morrow looks on Camp
Haugen - Nov 1951"; black and white
photograph captioned "It takes a lot of
effort to get all that weight off the ground,
by Glorifeld can do it when it has to be
done in a Volley Ball game. Power and
Rose look on. Camp Haugen, Japan
1951"

11/1951

800201675 Page 63 - black and white photograph
captioned "Foster Flittner watches a
game from a window in the orderly room
while his younger brother Wayne watch
with finger in splints. Result of a previous
game. Camp Haugen Japan Nov 1951";
black and white photograph captioned
"Sgt. Levesque passes a long one in a
football game. Camp Haugen Nov 1951"

11/1951

800201676 Page 64 - black and white photograph
captioned "Whitcraft, with his back to
camera, faces Charles Neal in a football
game. That's Holman holding the ball
(White tee shirt) Nov. 1951"; black and
white photograph of a "Switch engine that
works near our barracks. Camp Haugen,
Nov 1951"

11/1951

800201677 Page 65 - black and white photograph of
"Main St. Tanabu as it looks thru the
windshield of the truck during a light
snowfall. Nov. 1951"; black and white
photograph of a horse hitched to a cart,
captioned "Tried to get a shot of a

11/1951

blacksmith shop in Tanabu but missed as
we passed by. Nov. 1951"

800201678 Page 66 - black and white photograph of
Freytag standing in front of a truck,
captioned "Me and my truck at Sekene,
Nov. 1951"; black and white photograph
of "Bill Glorifeld and the Supply Truck at
Sekene. Nov. 1951"

11/1951

800201679 Page 67 - black and white photograph
captioned "Nov 1951" and "#24 the
Maintenance truck at Sekene. That Bruce
Brownwood tossing something into the
truck. Notice the 50 cal. machine gun
mounted on the ring mount over the cab.
It has a canvas cover over it here"; black
and white photograph of "Our old
Diamond 'T' wrecker as it looked at
Sekene. Nov 1951. Flittner tightning up
his chains on the front wheel"

11/1951

800201680 Page 68 - black and white photograph
captioned "Here are our three service
trucks lined up around the tent to form a
windbreak on the plains near Noheji. Left
to right are #23 Part truck (mine) #24 the
Maintenance truck, and #25 the wrecker.
Nov. 1951"; black and white photograph
of "Bill Glorifeld coming out the back of
the truck. That's the 'Monster,' our
portable gas furnace sticking out the back
with the long duct attached. Nov 1951"

11/1951

800201681 Page 69 - black and white photograph of
"Herb Hueftle and George at Noheji Nov. 1951. Both needed shaves."; black
and white photograph of "Lt. Cook Camp Haugen Jan. 1952"

11/19511/1952

800201682 Page 70 - black and white photograph of
"Most of Battalion Maintenance Sec.",
"Oct. 1951 Camp Haugen Japan", "Rear Frank Madrid, J. Bruce Brownwood,
Foster B. Flittner, Bill Glorifeld. Front Richard E. Klein, Calvin C. Harnetiaux,
George E. Freytag"

10/1951

800201683 Page 71 - black and white photograph of
men with their packs, captioned "Leaving
Camp Haugen Japan for Korea. Jan 161952 - George is 4th from Left"; black and
white photograph of four men with their
packs, captioned "Brownwood, Morrow,
Madrid & 395. Camp Haugen Jan. 1952"

1/16/1952

800201684 Page 72 - black and white photograph of
men with their packs, captioned "Other
end of formation just before leaving
Camp Haugen - Jan. 1952."; black and
white photograph of "Ship bound for
Korea - Jan. 1952"

1/1952

800201685 Page 73 - black and white photograph of
"Part of convoy going over to Korea Jan.
1952"; black and white photograph of
"Inchon harbor Korea. Jan. 1952"

1/1952

800201686 Page 74 - black and white photograph
captioned "Shipboard - a little escort boat
that came alongside our boat for fuel at
Inchon Jan. 1952"; black and white
photograph of "Flittner, Morrow &
Glorifeld on the boat going to Korea Jan.
1952"

1/1952

800201687 Page 75 - page captioned "Korea"; black
and white photograph of four men in an
army jeep; black and white photograph of
men playing baseball, captioned "Play
Ball!! Early 1952"

c. 1/1952

800201688 Page 76 - black and white photograph of
"Another Ball game Korea Early-1952";
black and white photograph of "The Shop
tent just after moved to new location

c. 1/1952

Korea Early 1952"

800201689 Page 77 - black and white photograph of
the "Battery Motor Pool Korea - Early
1952"; black and white photograph of
"Our old home before thaw came. It was
dug in about 4 ft, and the banks were
about 3 ft. high all around. Feb 1952"

2/1952

800201690 Page 78 - black and white photograph of
"Ward Wood at Commo Shack Korea,
Early 1952"; black and white photograph
of "Bruce Brownwood at the Commo
Shack Korea, Early 1952"

c. 2/1952

800201691 Page 79 - page captioned "Korea Early
1952"; black and white photograph of "T4 Battalion Supply's old houseboy Korea
Jan '52"; black and white photograph of
"Charles (Sam) Neal doing a jig for the
Troops"; black and white photograph of
"Calvin C Harnetiaux Korea Early 1952"

1/1952

800201692 Page 80 - page captioned "U.S.O. Show Korea Early 1952"; black and white
photograph of two men on stage; black
and white photograph of a man on stage
holding a cane, another man behind him
playing the accordion.

1952

800201693 Page 81 - black and white photograph of
"Glorifeld at work in the old tent Early '52
Korea"; black and white photograph of
"Sgt. James Costner in the supply room
Early 1952 Korea"

1952

800201694 Page 82 - black and white photograph of
"The 'Shop Office.' Can't tell who's in the
foor. Notice bath tub to the left of door
Korea Early 1952"; black and white
photograph of the "General view of the
Motor Pool Korea, Early 1952"

c. 2/1952

800201695 Page 83 - black and white photograph of
"The shower in foreground. Battery Motor
Section in the background - the old latrine
to left in background.", captioned to the
right "Korea Early 1952"; black and white
photograph of "Eddie Owens - The
Haberdasher" in an army truck towing a
trailer, captioned to the right "Korea Early
1952"

c. 2/1952

800201696 Page 84 - black and white photograph of
"Little 'Jimmy' - Lee Chang Sho - our
shower unit in the center - The 140th
AAA Hq. Btry in the back", captioned to
the right "Korea Early 1952; black and
white photograph of "Foster Flittner with
his 'baby' Korea Early 1952"

c. 2/1952

800201697 Page 85 - black and white photograph of
the "Local Scenery view from the Battary
Motor Pool - Korea - Early 1952"; black
and white photograph of "Flittner at work
on his wrecker. General view of the Motor
Pool. Early 1952"

c. 2/1952

800201698 Page 86 - black and white photograph of
"The Wrecker on deadline Korea Early
1952"; black and white photograph of
"Deadlines. Korea Early 1952"

c. 2/1952

800201699 Page 87 - page captioned "Korea Early
1952"; black and white photograph of
"Moose [the camp dog], Glorifeld, Klein &
Millard"; black and white photograph of
"Moose, Glorifeld, Klein & Millard"

c. 2/1952

800201700 Page 88 - black and white photograph of
"Brownwood with Sv. 24 and Sv. 26",
captioned to the right "Korea Feb. 1952";
black and white photograph captioned
"Looking East in Motor Pool. Early 1952",
captioned to the right "Korea"

2/1952

800201701 Page 89 - black and white photograph of
"Harold Drews coming out of Battalion
Supply Tent. Can't Identify those in jeep",
captioned to the right "Korea Feb. 1952";
black and white photograph of "Moose &
George in supply room early this spring.
John Downey took the picture when
Moose tried to crawl up in my lap while
reading a magazine. Korea 1952"
800201702 Page 90 - two black and white
photographs of "Local Scenery"; black
and white photograph of "Local scenery
viewed from the hills across the road
Korea Early 1952"

c. 2/1952

800201703 Page 91 (back cover) - black and white
photograph of Freytag surrounded by
large rocks; black and white photograph
of "'Jake' Hannula & Herb Anderson on
R&R at Kokura Japan about March 301952"

c.
3/30/1952

Field Notebook
6

800201476 Golden West notebook - handwritten
notes on ammo dump, camouflage,
projectiles, markings, fuses, shipping
ammunition and other things, ledger for
money others owe him, Jake Hannula's
address

Ledger Notebook
6

2/1952

800201477 Golden West notebook - handwritten
ledger for money others owe him

Oversized Materials
800201704 City of Chicago Certificate of Honor

1951
c. 5/1951c.12/1951

1951
1/28/19514/29/1951

1954, n.d.
1/25/1954

800201364 Details for training on Maintenance and
Operation of M29 Cargo Carrier course

n.d.

